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Chancellor approves
housing repair plans
by Doug Kelley
Funding for 14 dormitory repair
and refurbishing projects has been
approved by the chancellor’s office.
The funding represents a $200,000
capital outlay and is the first step in
a five-year, $1 million refurbishment
plan slated for the residence halls
and Spartan City.
The dormitory repair and
replacement reserve fund and a $55
charge added to dorm rents has
generated the 897,000 needed to
upgrade the residence halls.
Major points of the plan call for
replacement of carpet in the Dining
Commons at a cost of $27,000 and
replacement of dented metal ceiling
tiles in the red brick dorms with
acoustical tile at a cost of $60,000.
"The carpet in the Dining
Commons is frayed and seams are
beginning to separate," said Tom
McGinley, plant operations director
for Auxiliary Enterprises.
Another aspect of the plan calls
for replacement of incandescent
lighting with fluorescent fixtures in
all of the dorms. Incandescent
fixtures on the upper three floors of

Joe West Hall are slated for
replacement this year.
The change in lighting will give
us more light and will cost less
because fluorescent is cheaper to
operate," McGinley said.
McGinley described the lifestyle
of residents in Joe West Hall as that
of "mole people" because of poor
lighting in the building.
Bathroom partitions in the red
brick dorms will be replaced at a
cost of $24,000.
"This has become necessary
because most of them are rusted and
are beginning to fall apart,"
McGinley said.
The remainder of the plan will
focus on repairing machinery in the
dorm buildings.
Boiler repair will take two years
to complete with funding for the
year estimated at $10,000.
McGinley said the Dining
Commons will receive a new air
conditioning unit to be used in the
kitchen area where temperatures
often rise above 90 degrees.
At south campus, Spartan City
will receive an influx of funds.

McGinley said $50,000 more will be
spent on this married student
housing than last year.
"It’s less than we asked for but
more than we expected to get,"
McGinley said about the reluctance
of the chancellor’s office to spend
money on the World War II-era
apartments.
The funds will go toward such
basic items as new hot water
heaters, stoves, toilets and faucets.
Also, new window shades will be
purchased for all of the apartments.
Three items that Auxiliary
Enterprises requested funds for
have not been approved by the
chancellor’s office. McGinley said
the projects have not been ruled out
at this time and a decision should be
made in the near future on their fate.
The projects include $128,000 to
repair the roofs on the red brick
dorms, $22,000 to re-roof Joe West
Hall and $35,000 to re-roof the cottages at Spartan City.
All of the described repair work
will go out to bid at the beginning of
the fiscal year, with most of the
work to begin this summer.
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Political activist Eldridge Cleaver responds to
questions from a noon -time audience Tuesday
Cleaver made a number of appearances at

SJSU during the past two weeks sponsored by
the Collegiate Association for the Research of
Principles.

Despite 22 percent hike in residence hall fee

Students choose dorms at record high rate
by Doug Kelley
Despite a 22 percent increase in dormitory rents for the 1981-82 school
year, students are filing applications for dorm space in record numbers.
According to Bill Schooler, manager of Auxiliary Enterprises, approximately 1,200 students have applied to return to the dormitories and an
additional 1,200 new applications have been received.
Schooler said the number of applicants is higher than normal for this
time of year.
For the 19-meal plan, rents will rise from $2,110 to $2,568 under the
proposed increase. For the 15-meal plan, rents will rise from $1,880 to $2,306.
Schooler said one of the major reasons for the rent increase was the
dramatic rise in utility costs. Schooler quoted PG & E estimates that project
a minimum 60 percent rise in utility costs for the remainder of 1981 and
another price hike in early 1982.

Another factor was the doubling of a $55 charge to residents targeted for
refurbishing and repairs in the dorm buildings.
The charge is necessary because of the deterioration of much of the
machinery in the buildings and for gradual replacement of worn furniture
and carpets, Schooler said.
Security costs are playing an important role in the rent increase also.
Ten additional resident advisers have been hired for Joe West Hall, which
has been plagued by vandalism in the last year.
According to Schooler, other security measures are being taken but the
details would have to come from housing director Cordell Koland. Koland
was unavailable for comment.
A source who asked not to be named said food costs were responsible for
14 percent of the increase.

Schooler also said inflation was pushing costs up, but Auxiliary Enterprises and the Housing Office were trying to keep the effects of inflation to
a minimum.
Reaction in the dorms to the increase was mixed. Some students were
apathetic, claiming their parents would absorb the cost. Others said the
price increase might make them choose to move to apartments.
"It’s pushing closer and closer to the point where it would be the same as
living in an apartment," said dormitory resident Dave Keenan. "If they
boost the prices again I’ll have to move out."
"It’s going to make it that much harder to pay for it," Rex Linley said.
"I’ll have to work more over the summer."
Although reactions varied, the consensus was that the 1981-82 rent increase is excessive.

Programs to remain in limbo until fall
SJSU graduates
if budget battle continues into summer find a new home
Analysis
with state politics

by Jeffrey R. Smith
If the impasse over next year’s
budget continues through this
summer, programs expecting
money from the Associated Students
fund will remain in budgetary limbo
until next fall.
According to an executive order
from the CSUC chancellor’s office,
the budget for the current year will
still be in effect next year if a battle

between A.S. and SJSU President
Gail Fullerton is not resolved soon.
The A.S. board of directors
voted last week not to draw up a
budget incorporating the more than
$120,000 made necessary by the
Automatic Funding Initiative.
Fullerton, who must approve the
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AS. budget before it can be implemented, has said she would reject
a budget which did not incorporate
AFI.
According to the executive
order, Fullerton can do four things
with the budget submitted by A.S.
She can:
Approve
the budget unchanged.
Defer approval pending further
discussion with AS. representatives
if certain budget items have been
eliminated or reduced substantially;
Approve the budget with the
exception of certain vetoed items;
Reject the entire budget.
According to the executive
order, if Fullerton chooses the fourth
alternative, her veto will be justified

The executive order states that
in the case of such an impasse, "the
authorizations contained in the
previous budget shall be used until
the new budget is approved."
Therefore the budget which
would conceivably be in effect
starting July 1 would be the current
year’s budget, which was approved
10 months before the passage of AFI.
A source close to the
proceedings said Fullerton told A.S.
President Mike Medina last Friday
that she would favor sending the
budget to the review board.
The review board would consist
of three students and three administrators, according to the
executive order.
The members would probably

The AFI was approved
in March’s student election
by more than a 2-1 count
only if the budget "appears to have
been formulated as a result of fraud,
coercion or failure to maintain fiscal
integrity (solvency of the AS.).
She can also disapprove the
budget "to comply with applicable
law, published trustee or campus
policy or a legal obligation."
The AFI was approved by
student voters by a more than 2-1
margin and its constitutionality was
unanimously upheld by the A.S.
Judiciary.
If the president disapproves the
budget, the A.S. can then either
draw up a new budget or send the
issue to a budget review board.
However, today’s board of
directors meeting is the last one of
the semester. The new board will not
be able to vote to convene the review
board until the beginning of next
semester, according to A.S. Controller Tom Fil.

be future A.S. President Tony
Controller
Angela
Robinson,
Osborne, AS. Director of Business
Affairs Clark Meadows, Dean of
Student Services Robert Martin,
SJSU Director of Business Affairs
Glen Guttormsen and a representative of the Academic Senate.
Robinson,
Osborne
and
Meadows take office after today’s
meeting. Significantly, they are all
members of the A Fresh Start party,
which supported the AFI during the
campaign.
Complicating the budget mess is
the litigation expected against AFI
on the part of A.S. The mood of the
board is strongly against AFI, which
most of the board members feel
encroaches on their right to control
A.S. funds as stated in the state
education code.
"An AFI budget is in direct
see BUDGET page 10

by Russ Fung
While many SJSU students
present and past are working in the
state capitol, two are known for
wielding particular political clout.
SJSU graduates Tim Davis and
Dave Doerr are listed among "the
people who really make the
Legislature what it is," according to
California Journal, a state political
affairs magazine.
Davis, a senior consultant for
the Energy and Public Utilities
Committee, graduated from SJSU in
1972 with a bachelor’s degree in
political science.
Doerr graduated from SJSU in
1954 with a B.A. in political science.
He serves as chief consultant for the
Assemtly Revenue and Taxation
Committee.
"These, staffers are expert in the
game of politics, and their whole
professional value is derived from
their skills at manipulating the
system to the advantage of their
employer," Daniel Blackburn,
author of the "Staff Power " article
states.
In his article, Blackburn rates
numerous legislative employees in
both the state Senate and Assembly.
Of the five star rating system,
Davis received three and Doerr was
given four.
Currently, there are an
estimated 1,700 legislative employees who work in Sacramento.
All fill differing roles, ranging
from staff director and consultant to
chauffeur and psychiatrist.
Their need was created in 1966
when voters approved Proposition
1A, which resulted in the present
full-time Legislature.
The salaries of all legislative
employees are supplied by state
taxpayers, "who annually shell out
more than $30.7 million," Blackburn
states.
As consultants to important

committees, Davis and Doerr work
with proposed legislation that is
introduced during each session.
"The consultant is responsible
for scrutinizing each bill that comes
before his or her committee,
preparing a brief analysis and
perhaps citing organizations and
individuals opposing and favoring
the legislation," Blackburn states.
From here, the consultants’
analyses are given to both committee members and the press.
Davis has participated in such
energy and utility issues as
prohibiting the use of pilot lights in
new stoves and Proposition 7, which
allowed property tax exemptions for
solar equipment.
During his eight years as consultant, he has also been involved in
several bills dealing with finding a
suitable site for storing frozen liquid
gas from Alaska.
"Having been here for so long
really gives you the benefit of
helping new members on the floor,"
Davis said. "The Senate really
changes over quickly."
Davis said the "general
population’s perception is that they
don’t have control" in government.
He said this apathetic attitude is
wrong.
"They could have a great say in
what’s going on," Davis said. "But
they’re ignorant out there and that’s
the problem."
Davis said with 22 million voters
and "so many interests" it is
"amazing that there’s a system
which allows anything to get done."
He said "it’s very discouraging"
to find "such dedicated people"
when no one seems to care.
"People on the one hand say,
’(politicians) are only interested in
getting elected’ and then that
they’re not interested in their
constituents." Davis said.
see SJSU GRADS page 10
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Computer designs a step behind ’whiz kids’
by Cyndee Fontana
Staff Writer

The fresh faces of youth have
finally caught up with that brainy
group of scientists behind the advent
of the computer age.
Not long ago, the mere mention
of the word computer conjured up
visions of grey-haired, crinkle-faced
scientists slaving over a computer
part no bigger than a thumbtack
but infinitely more complicated.
Today’s computer operators
seem to be a little younger and a bit
more resourceful. They are able to
go beyond the training manual to
frustrate security systems and hook
up with computers around the world.
An 18-year-old SJSU student was
arrested Friday afternoon and

charged with doing just that bypassing campus security
precautions to allegedly "play" with
computers ranging from CSUC
universities to the Republic of China
and Sweden.
University police suspect at
least four other students on campus,
and two other students at neighboring CSUC campuses.
Bills of $7,000 for telephone use
and $25,000 for time run up on
computers in the campus instructional computer center are the

managed to slip past the security
systems of the campus computers.
The duo merely perused grades and
faculty records before informing
school officials of their extracurricular activity.
Apparently, that type of computer break-in is almost expected
each year at the high school. Last
year’s break-in "bombed out" the
entire computer system, wiping out
a week’s worth of work.
School district officials must
have been a little surprised when

Today’s kids are growing up
with the help of talking computers at
home"Space Invaders" television
pong and other computer games.
Calculators seem to be sold
already attached to jean belt loops,
and 4-year-old use spelling com-

puters instead of flash cards.
A video display terminal might
baffle the average journalists, with
keys like "head fit," "tape feed"
and "EDI..." Most reporters have a
hard time operating them, even with
the guidance of a training manual.

But the coming generation sees
computers much like we see
refrigerators; as a necessary
convenience. If science wants to
keep ahead of these marvels, it’ll
have to recognize this generation’s
computer sophistication.

Last year’s break-in bombed out entire computer
system, wiping out a week’s worth of work
results of "playing" with the
machines.
Whoever breached the campus’
computer security system allegedly
jumped at the opportunity to play
"Dungeons and Dragons" and "Star
Trek."
Last week, at Palo Alto High
School, two high school seniors

this year’s culprits offered to help
the school formulate a better
security system.
What these two incidents point
out is that computer makers have to
move a little faster if they hope to
keep whiz kids like those from
playing games with their
sophisticated machines.

Daily Policy
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows:

The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.

Releases
Opinion

Letters
Letters should be submitted to the
Spartan Daily office (JC 208) between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays, or
by mail to the Opinion Page, do the
Spartan Daily, San Jose State
University, 125 S. Seventh St., San
Jose, CA 95192.
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.

The Daily encourages reader
comments regarding editorials,
opinions or news stories.

The intent of the Spartan
Daily Opinion Page is to present a
variety of viewpoints on issues affecting the university community.
columns
and
Comments,
editorials will discuss local, state,
national and international affairs.
Editorials reflect the position of
the Daily. Opinion columns express
the views of the writer or
organization and will appear with a
byline attributing the article accordingly.

Releases should be submitted as
early as possible to the City Editor
at the Spartan Daily office or by
mail. The sooner the release is
received, the better coverage the
topic may receive.
All releases should include a
telephone number that can be called
in case further information is
needed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit, rewrite and edit press
releases for length, style, invasion of
privacy or libel.

_Jeffers
Faculty complaints
’kept private’
Editor:
Throughout the past few months
some of our coaches and myself
have been contacted by the Spartan
Daily with respect to student and
faculty personnel issues. We have
chosen not to comment on these
issues.
There are procedures for
voicing complaints within the
university. These procedures are
followed by our departmental
faculty and administration. Our
Complaints with students are never
voiced in public, but are kept a
private university matter while we
work toward a solution to the
problem. As a result of this policy it
may appear as though we are not
interested or are not willing to speak
to the issue at all. In order for this
system to work all parties concerned
Should follow procedure. It is my
Intention to do just that for our part.
The news media does have the
difficult task of seeking all sides of
the issue. So does the university in
attempting a solution to the
problem. Until all sides are on the
table and a solution has been
achieved the whole story cannot be
written.
In as much as we protect the
students from a potentially unfair
situation, it is our obligation to
extend that privilege to those faculty
and staff who work for the university. Thus, when a "no comment"
quote is given it does not mean that
there is "no action," but it will be
done fairly, objectively and
professionally.
Joyce Malone
Director
Department of Athletics for Women

turning their backs on their own
judiciary leads me to see it as
entrenched bureaucrats grasping
and clawing onto the waning
vestiges of its power.
Students must realize, that
above all the AFI was a
redistribution of power from the
hallowed halls (tucked away in a
dark corner on the second floor of
the Student Union) to the hands of
the students. Now I must turn my
attention to the University President
Gail Fullerton with the following
open letter:
Dr. Fullerton:
Some have said that you view
the AFI as a heaven sent way to get
you off the hook from facing the
tough dilemma of continuing the
high level of athletic funding at the
expense of other Instructionally
Related Activities programs.
If you do believe this you’re
wrong. The AFI was a cry for help
and a protest vote against the
priorities of the current AS.
government and your administration. Nobody is off the hook
except programs like Music and
Spartan Daily will now get needed
funds.
The problem will continue until
a more lasting and equitable
solution is found. The next step is up
to you.
The AS. lost its chance to be the
hero. The time is now to stop this
divisive competition between
athletics and the others. The AFI
showed students are willing to take
drastic action. Now it’s your turn.
Bruce Alderman
Political Science-French
jun jot

Students want
’the entire story
A.S. government
is no hero
Editor:
For the past several weeks, I
have been sitting back and reading,
in this section, the rantings and
ravings of our salaried student
government members against
myself and the Automatic Funding
Initiative.
While I have weighed the option
of replying, I must reject it because
addressing the Associated Students
government is like having a dialogue
with the deaf.
So far their Nixonian actions
ignoring a student election and

Editor:
Come on Spartan Daily, it’s high
time you gave the SJSU student
body the entire story regarding this
Automatic Funding Initiative
editorial issue. It angers me to
continually see biased, one-sided
views expressed in your publication.
It should be the Spartan Daily’s
moral ethical duty, as a newspaper,
to present all sides to all issues
which occur on this campus. You are
failing miserably in exercising this
most crucial responsiblity of
journalism. You know damn well
that the only means for the majority
of students to find out what is happening at SJSU is through the Daily.
You take unfair advantage of this,

by using exploitive, mud-slinging
tactics in covering campus political
events.
Your irresponsibility in
presenting both sides to the various
issues on this campus, particularly
the AFI issue, is journalistic murder. So far, in your paper, I have
seen only how wonderful the AFI
will be for the Daily, KSJS, and
theater arts.
Hey guys, how about the rest of
us student groups, such as, the
disabled students, Association of
Civil Engineering, Indian Intercultural
Club,
SJSU
Cheerleaders, El Concilio, Marching
Band, Portuguese-Brazilian Club,
College Republicans, Pan African
Students and Asian Americans; as
well as the services which serve the
SJSU student community; Bike
Shop, Environmental Information
Center, Student Programs and
Services, Child Developement
Center, Veterans Affairs, Christian
Center and the Film Broadcast
Association?
These are just a few of the
many, many groups funded this past
year by the Associated Students,
which will be adversely affected by
the AFI next year.
So fees up, Spartan Daily! We,
the other students at SJSU demand
the right to know the whole story as
the why the Daily changed its stand
on the AFI.
Margaret Leicester
Humanities & Arts
sophomore

Mormon Church
efforts successful
Editor:
It is clear Ms. Stenger has never
known a Mormon missionary, and it
is obvious from her article that 1)
she has had little contact with
Mormon missionaries, and 2) she
has had little contact with the world
of salesmanship.
I am 28 years old, single, and it
has been seven years since I was a
missionary for the Mormon Church.
In addition, many of my closest
friends are also former Mormon
missionaries.
Yes, we do spend time learning
eight presentations by rote. Yes, we
are taught gospel principles before
going out onto the field.
However, as anyone who has
been an outdoor salesman can tell
you, this holds true whenever you
are going to sell a product. Having
worked as an outside salesman, I

know that it is standard practice to
have new salesmen learn a sales
presentation by rote. He is also
required to learn all he can about the
product he is going to sell.
Does this limit a salesman’s
creativity? Is the salesman’s
inherent imagination curtailed? No!
For as every person who has had to
learn that presentation can easily
testify, it is a rare occasion indeed,
when that presentation goes exactly
as learned. It is up to the individual
salesman, then to adapt and to be
flexible in bringing his point across.
The seine holds true for Mormon
missionaries.
As salesmen our attire is equally
important. We must appeal to the
broadest spectrum of humanity, as
is possible. Our attire of short hair,
suits and ties, is the result of extensive studies, done not only by the
Mormon Church, but other
marketing firms as well.
That our missionary efforts are
successful is indicated by the
phenomenal growth of the Mormon
Church. As was mentioned by Ms.
Stenger, 211,000 people converted to
our faith last year. What was not
mentioned, was that this is one of the
highest conversion rates of any
religion, Christian or otherwise.
The purpose of our missionary
program is not only to bring people
to a fuller understanding of Christ’s
word, but also to turn boys into men,
and teach them responsibility.
Missionaries are forced by circumstance, to use their own
ingenuity in meeting people, in
establishing who is truly interersted
in hearing our message of peace,
and then teaching them in a logical,
and organized manner, along
guidelines set by our church.
As far as her allegations that we
should be helping the needy, I would
like to point out that not all
missionaries are called to preach
the gospel of Christ. There are also
missionaries called to teach underprivileged people farming
techniques; missionaries called to
provide vital health services to
backward nations; and missionaries
called to educate and teach children.
Completing a mission is a
growing experience. I was forced to
rely on myself, for I could not go
crying home to mommy at the
slightest provocation. I went into the
mission field a boy; I returned a
man, ready to take on the responsibilities of a member of society. I
only wish more young men in this
world had that same opportunity.
W. Kent Plumb
Radio/TV
senior

Christian athletes
not understood
Editor:
In response to Mr. de Give’s
May 8 article in the Spartan Daily, I
must agree that having Jesus Christ
on one’s side is indeed the best part
of life.
I too believe that it is wrong for
the press to blame a player’s
commitment to Christ for losing a
game. They just don’t understand
the Christian athlete. However, the
visible difference between a nonChristian athlete and a Christian
athlete is that a non-Christian
athlete gives himself the glory while
a Christian athlete gives God the
glory for his performance.
For example, after becoming a
Christian, former Chicago Cubs allstar, Ron Santo, said "I don’t want
to win any less. No Christian goes
onto the field to lose. I don’t ask God
for home runs or victories. I just ask
Him to let me do my best. Therefore,
I have peace of mind."
In regard to this, I think of the
verse: "For what shall it profit a
man, if he should gain the whole
world, and lose his own soul?"
Have you decided what you will
do with Jesus Christ?
David McCurry
Political Science
freshman

’Time to end’
reporter’s career
Editor:
I believe that it is about time
that someone attempted to put to an
end the inconsequential career of
Richard de Give.
His writing in the past few
months has been so incredibly lame
and unrelated to school activities
that it seems almost a waste of
space to print him. May I quote from
his article of May 8, "But, the best
part is, we, too, can have Christ on
our side like the Giants." That’s
really effective writing. Whatever
happened to the separation of
church and state?
Another point that comes to
mind is his fine editorial response to
the discontinuance of the "John
Darling" comic strip in the Mercury. Gee, Richard, will John
Darling go to Heaven now that his
strip is dead and gone? Will
marijuana smokers in public places
go to Hell?
Recently his articles on the San
Francisco Giants have sparked an
Immense amount of undisputed and

uncontrollable laughter. Did he
really miss only two games last
season? Big deal.
It seems as though this form of
writing only serves to hurt the
Spartan science monitor, er...Daily.
Please take more care in the future
in the selection of which of his selfserving articles shall go to press.
You’re only hurting your image by
expanding upon his.
Scott Savage
Journalism
freshman

Prayers won’t help
lousy Giants
Editor:
It’s ridiculous to say the Giants
will come in fifth because of their
belief in God, states Richard de
Give. I’ll give de Give that. The
reason the Giants will come in fifth
is because they’re lousy. Even God
can’t help them.
How can anyone follow the
Giants’ players religiously when
every year they put out a mass of
ballplayers making the fans cross at
them by losing half of their games
when they host other teams.
They should alter their team by
getting Mormon (more men)
better men. Every season fans who
have faith pray the Giants will win,
but they never get the talented
persons to play the game with spirit.
What’s the word on our San Francisco team in ’81. I’ll say pew. And it
won’t be God’s fault.
Wally Smith
Accounting
senior

Why bother to
come to class?
Editor:
Here’s some further information
on Laurie Stedman’s disdain for
American Studies as I teach it
("What Do You Think?," Spartan
Daily, May 7).
Ms. Stedman’s interest in
learning has been in evidence from
the first day of classes. It is
manifested by her continued absorption in the Spartan Daily during
class meetings and by her maintaining perhaps the most immaculately burnished fingernails
west of the Sierras.
Question: Why on earth did she
ever take the course?
Martin Blrobach
Professor
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Home Economics closes next week

Faculty members reassigned
by Richard de Give
Four teachers in the
Home
Economics
Department have been
reassigned to new schools
next year.
The department is
slated to close at the end of
the semester.
Professor Chungsoon

Kim and Assistant
Professor Marianne Elliot
will be working in the child
development school in the
Education Department.
Assistant Professor
Barbara Christensen will
instruct the technology and
textiles department in the
School of Applied Arts and

Sciences.
Associate Professor
Vauden NeLson has been
reassigned to the Occupational Therapy and
Gerontology departments
and Associate Professor
Margaret Gylling will
retire at the end of the
semester.

Broadcasting group
,
holds first meeting
The newly formed SJSU Video, Film
and Broadcast Association is having its
first meeting today at 2:30 p.m. in the S.U.
Costanoan Room.
According to club member Peter
Sukhov, 50 persons have already expressed an interest in joining the club.
Our goal is to integrate students in
the radio, T.V. and video film departments, but we are also open to all students
on campus.

Sukhov said the Video, Film and
Broadcast Associaton plans to invite
"various people in the professional
community" to speak at some of their
meetings.
Today, Stan Dale, radio talk show
host, and John Hasling, who teaches radioT.V. courses at Foothill College, will speak
with club members.
The club received $501 in funding from
the Associated Students.

The status of Assistant
Professor Laah Whiting
has yet to be determined,
according to sociology
Professor Geoff Tootell,
who has been adviser to the
faculty and students in the
process of closing the
department.
In March, students won
an extension of the time
needed to complete their
education
general
requirements and still have
their diplomas in "Home
Economics."
"The placing of the
faculty is in keeping with
Section 89550 of the
Education Code and Senate
Policy 7913," Tootell said.
The policies protect
faculty jobs in the event of
a department closing or
phase out, Tootell explained.
The reassignment of
the faculty took place as a
result of a grievance filed
by Tootell in behalf of the
faulty earlier this

Health Service to present
course on life-saving CPR
by Ted Catanesi
Cardiac arrests kill
about 750,000 persons in the
United States every year,
according to Oscar Battle,
health educator for the
Student Health Service.
Battle said that about
half of the deaths occur
with other people are
nearby.

ir Mgr Comics

"Seventy-five precent
of the deaths can be
prevented if CPR (Cardio
Pulmonary Resuscitation)
is administered within the
first two or three minutes,"
Battle said.
Battle, with help from
health student Patty Low,
will present a two-session,
$11 course on CPR from 5 to
9 p.m. May 18 and 20 in the
Health Building, room 208.
Students taking the
course will have four
mannequins to practice on - two babies and two adults.
The Student Health

Service spent $2,090 for the
props.
Battle said the money
came from the Student
Health Service fees paid by
students
during
registration at SJSU.
Battle said in the past
he had to borrow mannequins from the Red
Cross. Be calls learning
CPR as easy as ABC
which stands for airway,
breathing and circulation.
These are the three concerns of persons administering the life-saving
aid.

WAIKIKI
Per Person

Includes: Round trip
airfare, lei greeting.
round trip transfer
hotel & car.

4WD

Trip & Travel
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the rules."
Tootell said another
grievance is possible if
Whiting is not placed soon.
"It’s too late to do
anything this year, but we
will file a grievance if she’s
not placed by next year,"
Tootell said.
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Best Selection of Science Fiction in South Bay

Big Bookstore
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420 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLA!;
Open eves & weekends 243-6262
Steven. Creek at Wincheeter
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JEANS
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by
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LU

ERWIN CLEANERS
424 E SANTA CLARA
a BLOCKS FROM Sign
PH 290-8757
"QUALITY WORK AT
REASONABLE PRICES
10% Off For SJS Students
fr

________

SPRING SKI SALE!!
Olin Mark III and IV with binding from $105.00
Trappeur Boots for $18.00

Super Sale
on Macrame Supplies

All poles for $2.50

Gold Jute Sib 585 feet. Reg. 57.99 Now $2.00
Natural Jute 1 lb .220 feet. Reg 51 99 Now 750
500 to $2.50
Selected Cords Half Price
per
100
Regular
$10.00
Wood Beads
Now $2.00 P,r (00

Located Next to the Bakery
Hours: 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday-Friday

Avery’s of California-1r

Funded by the Associated Students
277-3033

140W. San Carlos
San Jose, CA
292.1613

Open 7 days

fr

A.S. Earth Toys

Avery’s of California

$379 Dble Occ.
(Now until June 22)
Tue & Wed. Departure

Giving CPR involves
clearing the victim’s air
passages, pressing the
ribcage to force blood from
the heart and mouth-tomouth resuscitation to help
breathing.
"Pressing the sternum
(ribcage) forces the blood
out and when you give
mouth-to-mouth resuscitation, you’re puting oxygen
into the person’s bloodstream," Battle said.
"Sometimes that’s all it
takes and the person will
begin breathing on his
own."

semester.
the
said
Tootell
grievance was filed
because the administration
was very slow and
"negligent" in placing the
faculty after the announcement of the closing
of the department last
spring.
"We’re not arguing
about closing the department," he said. "But when
they do close them, they
should be asked to abide by
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A Series: God’s Eternal Purpose Sonship

God’s Eternal Purpose Sonship
SUMMARY
F

Introduction

The Need for the Believers’ Growth

In this series of articles we have been considering God’s eternal
purpose
sonship. This article, the last of this semester, will be a sum-

The need for the believers to grow spiritually is revealed in many
portions of the Bible. We are encouraged by the Apostle Peter to desire

Ephesians 6:17-18 tells us that the Word of God should be taken by
means of all prayer. This is the practical way in which the Word becomes
food to us. This means that we mingle our reading with praying. We

mary or the main points presented in this series.
At the center of God’s eternal purpose is His intention with man: to
have a corporate expression consisting of many sons who have been
conformed to the image of His firstborn Son (Eph. 1:4-5: Rom. 8:29). In

spiritual nourishment that we may grow (I Pet. 2:2) and by the Apostle
Paul lobe no more babes, but to grow in Christ (Eph. 4:14.151 We must

simply take the Word and pray with the words we read. We can taste the
Lord, be nourished, and grow in life by praying His Word daily.

take the Apostles’ word as a word to us and examine our growth in life
before the Lord. We all need to grow Unto maturity (Heti. 6:1: Col, 1:28),

A Final Word

eternity past. God both chose and predestinated many sons unto sonship.
Then in time He regenerated these predestinated ones. adding Himself as
life to them. Thus, they become genuine sons of God. By growth in life
the many sons are brought on to maturity to receive full sonship.

Man’s Need to Be Born Anew
To be a son of God, we must

be born of God, i.e. born anew. Some
people think that lobe born anew is merely a figure of speech or a change
of behavior. But according to the Scriptures, when we are born anew we
actually receive the life of God and become the genuine sons of God On.
I:12.13: 11n. 5:11.12. 2 Pet. 1:4).
Some people have the thought that since they are not immoral they
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Serving the San Jose State
tInlversity Community
Since 1934
(Li (’PS 50480 I
Second class menage p li at San
Jose, California Member of California Newspaper Publishers
Association and the Associmed
Press Published daily by San
Jose State University. during
the cillege year The opinions
expressed in the paper are not
necessarily those of the Department of Journalism and Mass
Communications, the University
Adminuitration or any student
or faculty organization Sate
scriptions accepted on a remainder of semester basis Full academic year. $15 Each semester.
$7 511 Off-campus price per
copy, 15 cenLs Phone Editorial
277-3181 Advertising 277-3171
Printed by Independent
lions

are right with God. They may feel that as long as they do their best not to
do wrong then all is fine. According to the Bible, however, all is not fine
(Rom. 3:040.23). In John chapter three. the Lord Jesus told a respected
and noble elderly man of his need to be born anew. Whether we are
moral of sinful, we need to receive the life of God, to be born anew:
otherwise we fall short of God’s intention for us.
on

The Lord said -You must be born anew- On. 3:7). Our Lord Jesus died
the cross for our redemption: He has already accomplished

everything. We simply need to open our mouth in prayer to the Lord.
thanking Him for dying for our sins and opening our heart to receive Him
as our life. Roman 109 says "because, if you confess with your lips that
Jesus is Lord and believe in your heart that Gout raised Him from the
dead, you will be saved." "Whosoever believeth that Jesus is the Christ in
born of God... (I Jn. S I KJV).

The church in San .lose: meeting at 124 S.
11th Street

How precious it is that God’s eternal purpose is to redeem us, fallen
men, in order that we would be born anew to become His sons. We who
have seen this revelation of the Bible feel we must share it with our
readers that they too may realize the significance of Christ’s full

The Way to Grow
The Scriptures tell us that God’s Word is food for our spiritual life

salvation. It is a marvelous thing for a human being to receive God’s life
It is an even greater matter to see that this life, which is just Christ
Himself. can grow unto maturity. to make us a fullgrown man in Christ.
We ran never be the same when we really see in His Word that God’s
heart’s desire is to bring us His many sons to glory and to conform us to
the image of Christ (Rom. 8:2940). Surely he deserves our highest praise

(Matt. 4:4; I Tim. 4:6) First Peter 21.3 (KJV) says: "As newborn babes,
desire the sincere milk of the word, that ye may grow thereby: if so be ye
have tasted that the Lord is gracious." Verse two says that there is milk in
the Word and that by our drinking of it we may grow. This shows us that
we grow by taking the Word as our food. Verse three parallels Psalm 34:14
which says "0 taste and see that the Lord is good!- We may discover
whether we are drinking the milk of the Word by seeing if we taste the

and worship!

goodness of the Lord. In our study of the Bible do we taste the goodness
of the Lord? If we truly desire to grow, at least once a day we must come

Oh, what a joy! Oh. what a rest!
Christ now is being formed in me.
His very nature and life divine

to the Word to receive spiritual nourishment.
Many Chrisitans think that to acquire Bible teaching or knowledge is

In my whote being inwrought shall be.
All that I am came to an end.

to grow. Actually it is not so simple. If we come to the Word with the
attitude of merely receiving some teaching. the letter will kill us (2 Cur

And all of Christ mall tome.

3:6). But if we come to the Word with a heart seeking the Lord Himself.

(Hymns. Number 40iii

the Scriptures will be spirit and life to us. The Lord Himself told the
Pharisees: -You search the scripures, because you think that in them you
have eternal life; and it is they that hear witness to me: yet you refuse to
come to me that you may have life- On. 5:30.40).
Here the Lord rebuked them for their searching the Scriptures while
failing to come to him to receive life. When we MM.’ to the Scriptures, we
must have a prayerful attitude of coming to the Lord Himself. Then we
will not acquire some dead letters, but we will gain Christ as life.

We welcome and ehrourage your response to this series of articles
Reprints of this article or any of the series are available free up.,
request The church in San Jose, 124 S. Ilth St, San Jose, CA

95112.

Meeting time: Fri. 7:30 p.m., Sun. 9:30
a.m. Telephone: (408) 258-0727
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Psychic focuses her mind’s eye on crime
Kathlyn Rhea relies
on use of sixth sense
by Steve Kelova
Her mind’s eye panned
across a San Jose hillside.
She pauses by a dirt embankment. Below her is a
scarcely travelled road
that is perhaps used as a
shortcut by trucks.

They’re wasting their
time," she said shaking her
head. "I said she was on a
hillside. They should have
come in and talked to me. I
would’ve told them were to
look."
"I’m only as good as
the people or law enBelow to her left,
forcement agency that uses
smoke billows from three
me," she explained. "What
separate openings of a
the police should do is
factory of some sort. There
check to see how many hills
is also a water storage tank
in the area are near
nearby.
scarcely traveled roads
The remains of large
with a water tower and a
objects,
man-made
factory near by."
perhaps the skeletons of
Although she realizes
some junked cars can also
that the police are
vantage
thorough, that police
be seen from this
"That girl identified all manpower doesn’t allow
point.
that
I
serene
characteristics
the
quiet,
is
a
It
them the luxury of chasing
perfect had given the police right down every lead in a
setting...a
gravesite for the body of a down to the strange smell "potential abduction
that he had," she added.
i-aped 12-year-old girl.
case."
"But then they gave it
Rhea dispelled the
Although the San Jose
( the identification) to the mysticism myth about
Police have no clues in the
press," Rhea said psychics.
mysterious disappearance
disgustedly, " which was
"Some people think I
Rodriguez,
Jeans
of
really pretty dumb because can just conjure up a cloud
Cupertino professional
now he knows that he has to and work miracles," she
psychic Kathlyn Rhea
lay low for a while."
said. "All I do is use inbelieves this fate has
translate what
befallen young Rodriguez.
Other psychics had telligence to
my sixth sense picks up.
Rodriguez has been written to the police, ac"I mean the guy is
missing since Feb. 27 of cording to Hunter, and told scared and he’s got a
this year when she got off a them to look everywhere hysterical girl in the car
school bus at the corner of from a walnut orchard to a with her on a main road.
Norwood and Murillo cold dark place.
"He just wants to do
avenues in San Jose. The
These letters had his thing and get it over
spot is just 100 yards from Rodriguez’ family and with. He’d take backroads
her house, but she never friends
clammering and not go very far. So why
made it home.
through fields all over San don’t they take my clues
was Jose.
Rodriguez
and search near by."
described by family and
Soliciting for the adfriends as a shy, loving
"I saw them I the vice of other psychics in the
to
police
the
girl, which led
family and friends search Rodriguez case was a big
believe from the beginning party) on TV walking mistake, according to
that her disappearance through plowed fields. Rhea.
was a potential kidnapping.
Without any clues or
witnesses and after
exhausting every other
avenue of investigation,
San Jose Police Sgt.
Richard Hunter sought the
help of Rhea.
"I described him ( the
envisioned rapist) as a
Latino with olive skin, long
strides, dirty, with a
pockmarked face," Rhea
said. "And then the next
night a man of that
description tried to abduct
a 14-year-old girl a block
away from where the
Rodriguezes used to live."

Kathlyn Rhea, psychic, has 95 percent accuracy with her psychic
abilities, according to doctors and law enforcement officials.
"It’s like trampling
over the footprints when
they’re the only clues
you’ve got," Rhea explained. "If one psychic
into a wrong
tunes
program, other psychics
can pick up those programs
and if they don’t sort
through them, the results

can come out totally customer 8100 an hour for
wrong. They should have counseling.
Rhea, a former model,
just went to one good
psychic with a good has been in the field of
parapsychology for the last
record."
Rhea’s "good record," 15 years, and has been
which is proven 95 percent highly publicized for her
accurate by law en- accuracy in helping law
forcement agencies and enforcement agencies from
doctors, will cost a the sheriff departments to

After 23 issues, Shifrel’s term as editor ends

The man ’between the lines’ at the Weekly
by Nancy Young
Scott Shifrel is the man
between the lines of the
Independent Weekly.
For one year, Shifrel
has been editor-in-chief of
the independent newspaper
at SJSU. last Wedenesday,
Shifrel saw the last of 23
issues published and his
term as editor come to a
close.
In the cramped oneroom office above Blirnpies’ restaurant, Shifrel
scans a wall papered with
each issue’s cover. He
quickly points out, with
pride, the covers he helped
design.
Each cover tells a
story, Shifrel said with the
remnants of a New York
accent, but each one also
holds the memory of hard
work and dedication by
staff members on the
Weekly.
At 26, Shifrel said he
has had enough. As third
editor of the Independent
Weekly since it began in
fall, 1978, he says it is time
to give somone else a shot
at the role.
"It’s too much,"
Shifrel said as he combed
his thick, dark hair off his
face. "When I got into it I
was fresh. I have learned a
lot. I guess that’s what kept
me going."
Shifrel, a "perpetual
senior," had taken only one
journalism class before he
became editor and had
never seen his name in
print.
He
befriended
journalism students who,
in turn, taught him
everything he needed to
know.
So, for the past year,
Shifrel has managed a
band
of
journalists
dedicated to putting out the
weekly newspaper. Neither
he nor the staff received
any pay.
"Nobody’s getting paid
For this. Nobody’s getting
creditnobody’s getting
anything except intrinsic
reward, I guess. There’s a
lot of dedication among the
staff members."
Despite the intrinsic
rewards, the role of edito,
in chief of the Independent
Weekly has had its
drawbacks. Accordirn; to

long run.
"A lot of the big people
in journalism today do not
have degrees in the field,"
he said.
And, as far as Shif rel is
concerned, many classes
within the journalism
program do not teach
students the materials
needed for work outside of
the classroom.
Shifrel had a short
career as a pre-med major,
a semester’s lesson in

"He turned around and
said, ’Well, go ahead and
do it then.’ Somehow I
stepped into it and ended
up being an ad manager."
After feeling his way
through other positions,
Shifrel ran for editor at the
semester’s end and won.
An average week as
the editor of the Independent Weekly was
"atypical" of the journalistic grind.
Deadline was Tuesday

’I never had any idea
of going into journalism’

photo by Sal Btomberge
Scott Shifrel, Independent Weekly editor, never knew he would go into
journalism. Shifrel is an English major interested in fiction.
Shifrel most of his time
was spent as coordinator of
a group of volunteers.
"Coordinating a group
of volunteers has got to be
one of the most difficult
things to do because it’s all
volunteer work," he said,
citing the difference between his job and that of the
editor of the Spartan Daily.
"The editor of the
Daily can hold course
requirements over the
students, whereas I have
nothing to hold over their

heads.’
"He worries about
other people," said staff
member Sam Tuohey.
"Toward the second half of
the semester, he began to
become concerned for the
personal lives of the staff
members. He has personal
concern for them because
they do not get units."
Shifrel admitted that
when it comes to putting
out a newspaper, there are
certain jobs he does not feel
confident enough to do, so

he
delegated
those
responsibilities to other
staffers.
But, Tuohey said,
rarely or with very few
exceptions, did Shifrel
delegate enough authority
and as a result "usually
ended
up
doing
everything."
But journalism is not
Shifrel’s major, English is.
Although he plans to get
into the journalism field, he
doesn’t feel a degree in
journalism will help in the

psychology, and less than a
semester’s lesson as a
music major. He walked
into the journalism field
blindly after trying other
majors.
"I never had any idea
of going into journalism,"
he recalled. "I wanted to
write fiction."
Shifrel completed
nearly the required
number of units in English
when an advisor suggested
he try the journalism
program.
"I took a class in
journalism, figuring I
could write features," he
said. A friend was working
on the Weekly at that time
and convinced Shifrel to
write some pieces.
He started writing
reviews, then news stories,
which then led to the job as
feature editor at the
Weekly.
"Throughout
the
semester, I ended up
writing pieces on the
airport,
Vasconcellos,
record reviews. I just
started doing bits of
everything."
Those bits and pieces
of everything led Shifrel to
the position of advertising
manager, when the incumbent manager wanted
to quit.
"I tried to talk him out
of it," he said smiling and
shaking his head. ’It’s not
hard,’ I told him. And I
had never sold an ad in my

at 10 p.m. to meet a
Wednesday circulation
date.
"Sometimes I would
stay up all night on Mondays and Tuesdays," he
said. "And Wednesday was
space day, I was pretty
non-functional."
Despite the long hours
and the weaknesses of the
position, Shifrel claims the
high point came when the
staff managed to turn out
the newspaper without
him.
"I’m always afraid to
get sick," he said.
"If anything would
happen to me," he said
with his voice drifting off.
"Well, I feel the editor runs
the show."
He explained he left
town for one week, leaving
instructions on jobs needed
to be done.
"I came back and
nothing had been done. I
was getting really mad at
everything."
Deadline was quickly
approaching, he said and,
"I don’t want to stay up
until six in the morning,
again so I just took off
when the paper was only
halfway completed.
"The staff caught on to
my anger and pulled
through," he said as he
slapped the edge of the
table with his palm. "When
I came to school the next
day and saw the issueI
blushed. I felt so good. The
continue on page 5

the FBI.
When President Carter
was in office someone in his
administration consulted
Rhea on a matter of
national security that she is
still not at liberty to
discuss.
"I think the government should use me to
monitor a highranking
Russian official," Rhea
said. "I could tell whenever
he was going to make an
aggressive move against
any country."
overseas
Rhea’s
monitoring of her exhochand in Europe resulted
in her discovery that he
was having an affair with
another woman which led
to their divorce.
Her clients range from
multi-millionaires seeking
where their companies
should drill for oil and dig
for gold, to college students
who seek out career
counseling.
"I’ve made a lot of
money for ether people,"
she said happily, "and I do
pretty good for myself at
the dog races. Other
psychics tell me using my
"gift" for monetary gain is
immoral, butt don’t see the
difference between using
your sense of sight to read
the racing form and me
interpreting it with my
sixth sense."
Rhea also works as a
Holistic
medical
diagnostician. She claims
to have helped clients with
hyperactive kids to clients
with cancer. Her analysis
digs at the cause, not
simply the symptom.
Sometimes the solution
is as easy as changing the
colors of a room.
Before devoting her
life to parapsychology,
Rhea was the founding
director of Charm
Associates, a still thriving
modeling and fashion
school in Virginia, the
inspiration came from her
own successful career as a
fashion and advertising
model.
She also had a hand in
arranging and directing
fashion shows and beauty
in
Florida,
pageants
Nevada, California and
Japan. She even had her
own television talk show in
Florida called "Coffee with
Kay" which dealt with
fashions, etc.
Her success in aiding
law enforcement agencies
launched a demand for
numerous seminars and
lecture
throughout
California, parts of which
have been incorporated in
a documentary being
produced by the British
Broadcasting Corporation.
The possibility of a
television series and a
movie based on her life is
also
presently
being
discussed.
Her biggest crusade is
to get people more
receptive to their own
psychic abilities. This is
one of the main reasons for
her book "The Psychic is
You," which appeared on
the market in late 1979. She
is presently working on a
follow-up book to be
released possibly later this
year.
"All this talk about

man
developing
new
powers and evolution,"
Rhea exclaimed. "ESP is
probably one of man’s
oldest senses.
"In the earlier days,
man used it to survive. He
knew where to find food
and shelter. Later, a tribe
would appoint one person,
usually an elder, with that
specific job and no other
duties."
History
backs up
Rhea’s claim. The Bible
had its prophets, while the
Greeks had their oracles.
According to Rhea,
businessmen,
doctors,
inventors, scientists and
even generals that are
considered
extremely
successful by society and
the history books all
exercise their own latent
psychic ability to keep
them one step ahead of
everyone else.
"Children and older
people usually exercise
their psychic powers the
amst," Rhea explained.
"They’re the only ones that
have the time in today’s
society to work at it. It’s
not a power or a gift. It
takes a lot of hard work to
get to a point where you
can develop and translate a
psychic program accurately."
She believes that
born
children
are
psychically receptive but
are socialized not to be.
Children’s "visions" are
often shrugged off as an
overactive imagination.
"I had a woman client
who came to me once for
counseling," Rhea said
reflectively. "She said her
sons didn’t want to leave
the house and had started
to ask his mother if he was
going to die.
"Because she didn’t
feel like dealing with
questions of life and death
just then, she avoided
talking to him about it. A
few days later he was
abducted and killed."
Rhea thinks psychics
should be registered and
regulated to protect both
the public and the
reputations of legitimate
professional psychics.
She claims that most of
her work comes through
referral. One sheriff’s
department
will
call
another when they have no
clues and the sheriff’s
that has
department
worked with Rhea refers
them to her.
"A good psychic
doesn’t need to advertise,"
Rhea stated.
Psychics that write
celebrity forecasts for
"blab rags" if they’re
accurate, are an invasion
of privacy, according to
Rhea.
"It’s the phoneys and
people that don’t understand their psychic
ability that gives the
legitimate psychics a bad
name," Rhea explained.
Summing up her
opinion of her "psychic
scam" Tamara Rand tried
to pull on the media which
would have had them
believe that she predicted
President Reagan’s
assassination attempt,
Rhea exclaimed, "Tamara
Rand should be shot."

Child conference
slated at SJSU
Two experts on child raising children to become
care and development will secure, independent adults.
top a list of guest speakers
Gerber started as an
at an International Infant assistant to Dr. Pikler in
Conference at SJSU June Hungary and has been a
19-20.
moving force in the
Dr. Ernmi Pikler, a creation of several infant
pediatrician
from education
programs
Budapest, Hungary and throughout California.
Magda Gerber, an infant
She is the founder and
specialist from Southern director of Resources for
California, will present Infant Educarers
talks st the conference which currently has a
which are designed for both memberhsip of several
parents and professionals hundred parents and
involved with infants and professionals.
young children.
Other speakers at the
Dr. Pikler’s method,
which she developed conference will discuss the
during the past 40 years at RIE philosophy as itapplies
the
National to at-risk infants, group
Medholological Institute care, ill children and older
for Residential Nurseries, children.
has been the focus of much
Further information on
media attention.
the program may be obHer theories are based tained from the SJSU
on the concept of "quality Office
of
Continuing
time" and the need for Education, 277-2182.
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Shifrel changes hats, becomes reporter
their two dogs headed out
to San Diego.
He landed a job selling
art prints. Several months
later he found the his bass
had not received pern iission to sell the prints.
Shifrel then latched on
to the position of coordinatior of art exhibits for
Starving Artists, Inc. in
San Jose, while he continued his education at San
Jose City College.
Becoming an editor
was an unusual experience
for Shifrel who hadn’t
thought of journalism as a
career.
"I had never been any
sort of leader before," he
said smiling radiantly.
"And then by virtue of
was
position,
I
automatically a leader."
"He’s much more
enthusiastic about journalism than any journalist
I’ve ever met," staffer
Tuohey said. "But, Scott

-continued from page 4

staff did it without me!"
And now that his
stretch as editor of the
Weekly has ended, Shifrel
plans to complete the
units needed to graduate
by next spring.
"That’s the latest I’m
getting out," he said with
determination. In the fall
he took a nine-unit load.
But this semester he
claims he will be lucky to
get by with three.
"This semester has
been really tough with
classes and the Weekly. I
just want to ease out of the
journalistic grind."
According to staff
member Douglas Chatfield, Shifrel "works hard
and long hours.
"Sometimes he was a
little disorganized and
things were put off until the
last minute. But, that’s the
nature of the Weekly. Since
no one is receiving credit
for anything, that’s how it
turns out. But I t1Urdr hf.1!2c
dealt with that factor
well."
Shifrel was born in
Brooklyn, N.Y. By age six
his family had moved
within New York to Long
Island a suburb called
Plain View. At 13, his
father died and Shifrel was
placed in a military school.
"I ran away four
times," he said, smiling
wryly. "I was just barely
making it."
But, he now claims to
be glad to have gone
because the discipline
helped him with his grades.
"Military school will do
that to you," he quipped.
"I’m really glad I did it
also because it taught me
to never become involved
with the military."
Shifrel attended a
different school each year
from sixth grade to college.
Upon graduation from high
school at 17, he enrolled in
a junior college in Dade
County, Miami, as a pre-

Pole Sitting - There
being no international
rules, the "standards of
living" atop poles vary
widely. The record squat is
399 days by Frank Perkins
from June 1, 1975, to July 4,
1976, in an 8-by-8-foot box
atop a 50-foot telegraph
pole in San Jose, California.
Most Divorces and
Marriages - Mrs. Beverly
Nina Avery, then aged 48, a
barmaid from Los Angeles,
set a monogamous world

graduate this coming year,
he also intends to help out
the new editor and write for
the newspaper because, as
he put it: "That’s the
purpose of the Weekly anybody can write in it!"
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Specializing in Hair firading And Hair Weaving
Complete Line Of Wigs, Sculptured Nails

"DRAGON LADY"
Ca a

3145 Story Road and South White Road
Lobues Shopping Center

20%
OFF
ANY HAIR CARE SERVICE
all you have to do is show us
your student I.D. card!

Fantastic savings for students and teachers at San Jose State! Just show your I.D. card and we’ll take 20%
off our already affordable prices. Our perms are regularly $35 to $55 (including haircut and style) and
precision haircuts are regularly $12 to $16 ( including shampoo and style). We want you to discover the
quality, service, convenience and value at Fantastic Sam’s!

photo hy Sal Brombergef

Scott Shifrel, editor of this semester’s Independent Weekly, wants to
-ease out of the journalistic grind."
med major.
"I started doing really
well," he said. "I had a 4.0
average, met a lot of
friends and basically began

record in October, 1957, by
obtaining her 16th divorce,
this one from Gabriel
Avery, her 14th husband.
She alleged, outside the
court, that five of the 14 had
broken her nose.

feeling out life."
But, reality hit Shifrel
like a cold slap on the face
when he realized that
medical school was not for
him. His grade point
averaged dropped from a
4.0 to a 3.5, and because of
this he decided it was time
to try something new.
He tried psychology,
then music and, "After
four years I slowly realized
that I had no idea of what!
wanted to do."
He had heard about
California, so he and his
girlfriend packed up his
station wagon and with

Cp‘FaritasticSan-&

FANTASTIC SAM’S
1022 E El Camino Real
SUNNYVALE, CA 94087
(408) 7480880

FANTASTIC SAM’S
2591-D South Bascom
CAMPBELL, CA 95008
(408) 371-4892

Mind benders
Bed Pushing - The
longest recorded push of a
normally stationary object
is 3,233 miles 1,150 yards in
the case of a wheeled
hospital bed by a team of 9
from Bruntsfield Bedding
Edinburgh,
Centre,
Scotland, June 21 - July 26,
1979.

did too inuch for the
Weekly. I’m not saying the
paper suffered-on the
contrary, I think it
benefited."
While Shifrel completes the classes needed to

LEARN TO FLY

the original Family Haircutters

YOU NEVER NEED AN APPOINTMENT

We’ve got locations coast-to-coast
and one near you!

OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

Before you have your next dark beer,
have its head examined.

sell yoAm books
2 LOCATIONS
*Peanuts Sandwich Shop*
San Fernando between 5th & 6th
May 18-21 11-3

*Roberts Bookstore*
Tenth at San Carlos
Weekdays and Saturdays

do it yourself.
By examining your dark beer’s
colorparticularly the head
you can tell how it was made
dark. By traditional methods.
Or by short-cut methods.
etter yet,

You’ve Worked
Hard for Your
Degree
Now Let it
Work for You
You’ve put four years of effort into earniek
your college degree. Now it’s time for that di,
gree to do something for you. Your degre,
can open the door to one of the finest oppor
tunities available to college graduates -- 1 r
Force Officer Training School. Completing this
three-month course can put you into executive positions right away. You’ll work with professional people in challenging and rewarding
career areas. If qualified and selected, you
can even enroll in graduate school at little or
no cost to you. And the employment package
we offer is hard to beat. Find out how your degree can go to work for you. Contact
TSgt Rudy Roesel
1930 Camden Ave
San Jose, 3 71-4 37 7

San Miguel

How to conduct the examinations
The first thing to look for is color. True roasted
barley malt substantially darkens the entire
beer Including the head. Colored syrup, on
the other hand, doesn’t sit as well at the top
You’ll be able to spot the beer not made with
deep roasted malt: its head will he closer to
white. about like in regular beer

If

you make that test on San Miguel
Dark, you’ll discover a truly dark beer
with a soft amber head.That’s because we
make our dark beer from deep-roasted
barley malt. (Barley malt that’s been dryroasted slowly and evenly, to allow it to
darken without scorching or charring.)
We’ve been making our dark beer this way
since 1890.

Brand X

aturally, roasted barley malt makes
a difference in the body of the beer,
too. Try San Miguel Dark and you’ll
experience a deep-roasted aroma and
flavor. Heartier, richer, and creamier
than syrup-colored beer could ever be.
ow that you’ve examined the facts,
we think you’ll prefer a real dark
beer. If anyone asks why
you suddenly started
drinking San Miguel Dark,
just tell them, you’re using
your head.

beer of the Ildeitic.
PS San Miguel al’ make* .1 deliciou
iii, lorlados it, go
light lager S;
r.111
1111 .,tat
to 015 :1
dick
San Miguel Halt t, Italt

Imported 1n San Miguel Internannnal it ’SA
A greet woe of Me

C:2
It takes more time than
adding syrup, but we believe
it enables us to make a
better dark beer.
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Geology major digs adventure
in treasure hunting escapades
by Barbara Wyman
Climbing in volcanoes
and salvaging old shipwrecks may seem like
unusual hobbies. But for
SJSU geology senior John
Halliday that’s only the
beginning.
Halliday, a self"treasure
proclaimed
hunter," has been digging
up interesting things since
he was 12.
"My dad and the dad of
a kid I grew up with used to

take us to the Sierras and
let us run around,"
Halliday said. "I guess we
never grew out of it."
At age 14 the two
friends started scavenging
old Civil War battlefields.
That hobby led them as far
as the Midwest and
Southeastern
United
States.
In the scavenges, the
two found a "fair share" of
old guns, swords, belt
buckles and other "crude

near obsession it is today,
Halliday said.
At 25 Halliday will now
take any opportunity to
visit faraway places for
unusual adventures.
Halliday’s work as a
geologist for both the U.S.
Geological Survey and
Kaiser corporation takes
him to a variety of ghost
towns and mountainous
regions.
One of these trips
placed Halliday at The
weapons
Lake
China
testing center near Death
Valley. Housing there
varied
from
miners’
shacks to the ground,
Halliday said.
Halliday’s most recent
vacation to visit Phillips at
his home on the island of
Grenada filled his entire
winter break with adventure.
Grenada, a small
island about 90 miles north
of Venezuela, is still
"primitive" in many ways,
Halliday said.
A chance meeting with
a woman and her family
led the two friends to find
and salvage a pirate ship
which dated back to 1700 or
1750.
The woman, knowing
the pair’s interest in
treasure hunting, told them
of a six-foot cannon she had
seen at the bottom of the
ocean while she was
swimming about 100 feet
from the southern shore of
the island.
"It meant nothing to
her," Halliday said, "but it
meant everything to us."
Halliday noted that
cannons are easily dated
because they usually have
the date inscribed in the
side.
It took the pair two
days of snorkeling to find
the cannon but from there
"everything just fell into

weaponry," Halliday said.
They soon started
digging at Indian sites
around the Bay Area.
Halliday and his friend,
Mike Phillips, were the
first to discover the Ohm
Indian site near Foothill
College in Los Altos, where
a professor and his class
later dug up some 24
graves.
"Little things like that
sparked out interest," until
it "snowballed" into the

Summer! If your plans for this summer require money you need
ADIA. We are now interviewing to fill a wide variety of summer jobs
throughout the Bay Area. We’ve got short and long term assignments, flexible schedules, you name it -and we’ll probably be able to
help.
Make this a super summer. Call ADIA today. The wide choice of
locations and employers now available can’t be topped. And many
jobs do not require experience: we, or our clients, will train you. Get
in touch with the ADIA office nearest you for full details. We nevei
charge a fee and we are an equal opportunity employer f m h.
1737 North 1st St., San Jose
366 Town & Country, Village, San Jose
2570 W. El Camino, Mountain View
269 Town & CountrN Village, Palo Alto
1791 Broadway, Redwood City
1838 El Camino Real Burlingame
901 Sneath Ave., #115, San Bruno

adia

998-5566
296-8414
941-7100
324-2771
367-1632
692-3822
871-7577

temporary
services

tk’
eutut 11,0*

photo by Linda Co/burn

John Halliday, a self p roclaimed treasure hunter, seeks adventures like climbing into volcanoes,
salvaging ancient pirate ships and jumping out of planes.
place," Halliday said.
"We spotted some
ballast stone on the ocean
floor and we knew we were
on to something," he said.
Ballast stone is rock
which was commonly used
in ancient wooden ships as
a means of balancing the
bottom of the ship.
After discovering an
assortment of old cannon
balls, cannons, rifles and
various other artifacts, the
two, accompanied by the
women’s daughter, tried to
haul the treasures in.
Since
none was
equipped with scuba tanks,
the weight of the treasures
slowed them down and
made breathing difficult.
Atter scraping along
the bottom and being
hissed at by sea snakes
which were cowering in the
reefs, the trio adopted what
Halliday called a "board
system" to transport their
goods to shore.
They floated boards on
the surfce of the water and
fastened their treasures to
the boards with ropes.
Then they pushed the
objects to shore while
snorkeling
along
the
surface. On shore the three
scraped and washed the
artifacts.
Their research showed
the wreck was probably a
pirate ship which was
caught off-guard while
hiding in a cove awaiting
the passage of a Spanish
galleon. Galleons took
common routes which
passed the southern tip of
Grenada.
The ship, Halliday
said, "will probably get
another visit from us when
we’re better equipped."
A neighboring island,
St. Vincent, offered still
another adventure for the

two.
Since Phillips, a
medical student, was to
start clinical work on St.
Vincent, Halliday accompanied him on a trip to
the island.
St. Vincent is "really
funny because 99 percent of
the population is huddled
on the southern tip of the
island," Halliday said.
The reason for this, he
explained, is that an active
volcano,
"Soufriere,"
occupies the northern part.
"We found a boy who
claimed he knew trails on
the northern side, so we
asked him to lead us to the
volcano," he said.
The boy told Halliday
and Phillips that U.S. and
British volcanologists and
geologists had left a rope
leading to the center of the
volcano after a recent visit.
Being a geologist,
"There was no way I could
pass up an opportunity like
that," Halliday said.
So the three used the
rope to let themselves
down into the center of the
volcano. The bottom,
Halliday said, was so hot it
"hissed like a cat hisses."
"When I put my
camera on the tripod and
came around to get a
picture, it almost fried my
camera," he said.
A lava dome on one
side of the volcano sent
"rainbows of steam into
the air." The steam,
Halliday explained, was
different colors because of
impurities in the rock.
After taking a few
samples, the trio hoisted
themselves out of the
volcano and continued to
explore the island.
This summer Halliday
would like to "get inside"
Mt. St. Helens, the volcano

GOLD PRICES DOWN GOLD PRICES

GOLD PRICES

which recently erupted.
Last year "politics
screwed us up," he said,
noting a 20-mile perimeter
around the volcano was
guarded.
Besides
treasure
hunting and climbing in
volcanoes, Halliday participates in numerous
adventure-seeking sports.
He has scuba dived for
eight years, backpacked
around the U.S., "fiddled
around with" and flown
airplanes, and skydived
seven times.
His last jump, which
was his 25th birthday
present, was a bad scene
for Halliday. Aside from
being his first free fall
(with
no
cord
to
automatically open the
parachute)
the jump
burdened him with two
separate malfunctions. The
first, called a horseshoe,
happened when a poor exit
from the plane caused the
chute to wrap itself around
Halliday’s body.
"I was falling so fast
and I had to pull the chute
away from
me, at the
same time," he said.
Once he had the chute
straightened, a device in
the reserve chute strapped
on to his front activated
the reserve and it started
unfolding in front of him.
"I grabbed it up as
quick as I could and landed
with a huge bundle in my

Crime stopper
Worrying about whether your stereo is safe during
summer break can seriously damper your vacation plans.
Since a burgler takes, on the average, $1,623 worth of
property within 4 minutes, taking a few precautions is
well worth the effort. Here are a few tips:
Make sure all your valuables ( TV’s stereos, sewing
machines, cameras, typewriters, bikes) are engraved
with your Driver’s I.icense number. Engravers can be
checked out from city libraries. Do not engrave your
social security number on your valuables, as the 1972
Privacy Act prevents your being identified through this
means. If possible, take your valuables with you. In any
case, make sure they are engraved.
Stop mail and newspaper deliveries or have
someone pick them up for you. Also, newspapers
distributed by advertisers should be picked up by
someone.
Place lights and a radio on a timer. Good timers
cost between $7 and $10. You can also keep your TV on
low. Burglars don’t tend to enter homes where they can
hear any sound.

0 OFF

---

HEALTH FOOD SPECIAL
Vitamin "C" 500 Mg. R.H.
B -50-Complex Capsules
Natural "E" 400 I.U.
Natural "E" 1000 I.U.
Protein 94. 1 pound
Yeast 500, 1 pound
Kal Minerals
Champion Juicer
Radiance Nutri Mega
Sunflower Seed "Raw"
Millers Bran
Wheat Germ "Raw"

0 GOLD RINGS

Order now at Spartan
Bookstore’s graduation
center!!

"MAN HOLDING A BIRD"
This original signed color woodcut by
’,hurter Azechi-Japan (1902) is one of the
many original prints to be presented by
MARSON LTD. at...

10 any 6 pit
$20 deposit required. C.O.D.
Master Charge, Visa accepted

a.

115/SPoittin
san Jose State
.SERV/CE
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amis,"he said. Had the
reserve chute opened fully
it would have tangled with
the main chute leaving
both less effective.
"The real bummer was
when I landed and had to
shell out 20 bucks,"
Halliday said. A case of
beer, he explained, is the
price for one’s first free fall
as :cell as for the first
rnalfunclioji.
But even that scary.
didn’t
experience
discourage Halliday.
Though he hasn’t jumped
in almost two years he
recently bought his own
equipment and plans to
pick up where he left off
when school lets out.
Halliday would also
like to do some "serious
backpacking" he said.
"That’s my real love."
Halliday has backpacked
in Colorado, Montana and
Washington.
Halliday and Phillips
have found their adventures and treasure
hunting becoming less
frequent because of school
and work pressures, but
"the ones we go on are
becoming more serious,"
Halliday said.
No matter how busy he
gets, however, it would be
safe to say Halliday will
always be looking for
adventure. "That’s my
thing," he said.

Student Union
10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Wednesday & Thursday
May 13 & 14

Reg.
1.95
4.50
8.90
8.25
4.95
4.25
5.75
209.95
8.99
1.50
.55
.88

Special
.99
3.60
7.90
6.25
4.25
3.25
3.95
169.95
7.09
1.10
.39
.69

or these specials bring this ad. For 10%
OFF on anything in the store bring your
student card.

?

SAN JOSE NUTRITION CENTER
964 East Santa ’Clara
Between 20th & 21st.
93-8445
Open Mon. to Fri. 10 A.M. To 6 P.M.
4111$ inn
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FBI says city best in the West

San Jose rated tops in safety
by Greg Robertson

persons in the city.

According to crime
statistics released by the
FBI, San Jose is the safest
major city in the Western
United States.

San Jose was given a
rating of 5.20. This figure
means that for every 1,000
citizens, 5.2 are victims of a
violent crime.

The statistics were
based on the incidence of
violent crime per 1,000

Violent crime is
described as any physical
assault or homicide.

These statistics come
on the heels of 1981 the
most violent year experienced in the history of
San Jose. To this date,
there have been 35
homicides in the city, the
highest total ever recorded
for this time of the year.
San Diego’s rating of

6.25 and 7.43 for Phoenix,
followed San Jose in the
city safety poll.
Among
other
California cities, Los
Angeles earned a rating of
14.70 and San Francisco a
16.38.
Based on the FBI
statistics, the San Jose

Chamber of Commerce is
planning to develop a new
theme to stress a more
positive urban image.
The theme of "San
Josesafest major city in
the West" is being exto
according
plored,
Chamber of Commerce
President Ron James. The

Center houses resources for women

theme may be used on
billboards and other media
to "spread the word."
According to James,
the crime rate in the city is
increasing,
which
is
something to be concerned
about. But the issue has
be put into perspective.
He said too often the
media emphasizes the
negative.
The
city’s
relatively low crime rate is
a "positive story which
needs to be told," he said.

by Bruce Buckland
The SJSU Women’s
Center is more than a place
where women can find
support, be themselves and
relax.
It provides billboards
that list current events of
interest to women, lists of
available
housing,
speakers bureau and a
meeting place.
Co-coordinator Alice
Campbell said the
Women’s Center provides a
system of resources for
research on feminist issues
and services of various
sorts.
"We have a resource
center that has a library
with about 1,200 books,"
she said.
The
center
also
provides referrals to
various
community
agencies and general information, Campbell said.
The Women’s Center is
staffed by three coordinators, three interns and
a varying number of
volunteers.
photo by Don Sman
Two new coordinators
have recently been added
Women’s Center Coordinator Alice Campbell at the center near Duncan Hall.
to the center’s staff
following the departure of
former
co-coordinator the sort of activities they of the Women’s Center.
Women’s Center you’re a to convey to people that,
Robin Williams, who left wish to see the Women’s
The problem is two- dyke," Campbell said.
yeah, lesbians do come
because of an illness in her Center sponsor.
fold, Campbell said.
"I had the same myth here. But that’s not a bad
family.
Another coordinator
"I think the Women’s about the Women’s Center thing. Heterosexual women
The first, Azuzena has been hired and will Center is in a very Mac- until I came to see it for also come here.
"Until that myth is
myself," said center intern
dispelled, and people
June Anderson.
’The myth is that if you hang out at the
"What I found was that realize people are all
the Women’s Center was a human
despite
their
Women’s Center you’re a dyke,’ -- Campbell
resource center for a diversity, the attitude
variety of different ac- toward
the
Women’s
will begin work in the fall, cessible place especially tivities," she said.
Coronel-Martinez,
Center is not going to
330 South
for the disabled."
Anderson said the change."
function as "Third World" French said.
Being a coordinator is
coordinator.
activities included Mace
According to Camp- training,
new a rewarding experience,
second
The
self-defense
bell, another difficulty is courses, "Womyn’s Week"
coordinator to hired is according to Campbell.
the
image
of
the
Women’s
and other activities.
"It’s benefited me
Lucinda French. French,
Center on campus.
Campbell said, "If
hired a General Program professionally in ternis of
"The myth is that if there was one thing that I
Coordinator, is a junior adminsitrative skills and,
majoring in Social Science. personally, in terms of a you hang out at the could do, it would be to try
French is preparing a support system," she said.
Campbell said the most
questionnaire similar to
two others circulated by rewarding thing about
coordinator Coronel-Mart- participating in Women’s
inez and volunteer Regina Center activities is
"learning about oneself by
Falkner.
1981
You’ve burned the midnight oil and cracked
about other
The series of ques- learning
more books than you care to remember. The
tionnaires is designed to people."
edition
work is done. The papers are in. So now
increase participation in
Campbell expressed
you take a refresher course. The subject: ice
Women’s Center activities. regret that more campus
cold Dos Equis beer. The Uncommon Import.
It solicits ideas from women do not avail
Study a frosty glass. You’ll learn it has a
campus women regarding themselves of the services

"POWER POP"
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WE BUY YOUR BOOKS
WE HAVE SHORTER LINES
WE PAY 60%
WE DO NOT REQUIRE A RECEIPT
WE BUY BOOKS ON SATURDAY
WE PAY 60%
WE BUY PAPERBACKS
WE BUY BOOKS EVERY DAY
WE PAY 60‘)/0
WE BUY CLASS SYLLABUSES
WE BUY BOOKS BOUGHT AT
OTHER STORES
YES -- WE BUY STUDY GUIDES
YES -- WE PAY 60%
YES -- WE BUY ANY CURRENT EDITION

C
STORE
EIf
Tenth Street

INC.

San Jose, Calif. 95112

ON SALE NOW!

Spanish comedy %ider
E
t MAGAZINE
to be shown
at Studio Theatre
available at:
funded by A ,

poetry

videotaped production of a Spanish-language play
will be shown tomorrow night in the SJSU Studio Theatre.
"Let the Dogs Bark," a comedy set in 1956 in Chile
will begin at 8:10 p.m. Admission is by invitaion only, but
any student can obtain an invitation in the Foreign
languages Department office, Building N, room 2B.
The five-character play was directed by Ricardo
Monteavaro, native of Chile and a former professional
theater director in Mexico.
Monteavaro began directing Spanish plays at SJSU
in 1970 and has produced 12 plays here since then.
"His idea was to give students an opportinity to act in
real Spanish plays," said Spanish Prof. J. Reid Scott.
Scott said from one to three units credit are offered by
the Foreign languages Department for participation in
Monteavaro’s plays.
"To us, he’s worth a couple of faculty members,"
Scott said of Monteavaro.
The Associated Students pays technical costs of the
production each year.
A

sell your books

a
:d
photos
AS. Business Office
short stories
novel excerpts English Dept. Office
Outside Student Union
S.U. Bookstore

$2.50

1
Want to learn a
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
but can’t attend
class regularly?
Find out about self-paced
individualized learning in
SPANISH, FRENCH AND
GERMAN (1st year).

2 LOCATIONS:

Variable Credit:
1-5

*Peanuts Sandwich Shop* ,

For further information:

San Fernando between 5th & 6th
May 18-21 11-3

Contact
Foreign Language Dept.

*Roberts Bookstore*
Tenth at San Carlos
Weekdays and Saturdays

277-2576

rich, amber color unlike any beer. Now test
that big, bold flavor. You’ve got to admit,
Dos Equis is in a class all by itself.
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Bad breaks cause firing at San Diego State

’Mistake’ returns Claude Gilbert to SJSU
Show us what you can do.
I he Academy of Art College 15 now offering summer
study grant scholarships to students who can measure up
to our standards
Send for further details today’
Scholarships are available in the areas of
t, raising. Graphic Design. Illustration. Interior Design.
itography and Fine Art (Drawing Painting. Sculpture
.1 Printmaking)
1

urther information return this coupon or call 071 1.700

Academy of Art College
540 Powell Street San Francisco. Ca 94108
I would like to receive further information
Name
Address
State

tt.

by Steve Relova
sssociatr Sports Editor
Bad breaks and mistakes.
They can determine
victory, kill traditions,
topple powerhouses, make
fools of the "experts," ruin
careers and completely
nullify a team’s potential,
talent, hard work and
sacrifices.
A team plagued by too
many of them is considered
a "bad team." A "good"
team avoids them as much
as possible and takes advantage of those made by
other teams.
Following this line of
logic, the Spartan football
team seems to fit into the
latter category for filling
the devensive coordinator
position vacated by Lon
Troxel with former San
Diego head football coach

Upper level
Student Union
Open
10:30-4:30

Associated
Students
Bicycle
Shop

A.S. Bike Shop Moves to
More Convenient Location
In an effort to make its services more convenient
to patrons, the A.S. Bike Shop is moving from the
upper level of the Student Union to the Games
Area.

Thanks for making this
semester a success
Note: Friday, May 15 is the last day the
A.S. Bike Shop will be open this semester.
The San Jose State Bike Club will hold its elections
of officers Thursday in the S.U. Pacheco Room.

SPONSORED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

Claude Gilbert.
The "bad breaks"
occured to Gilbert, a former team captain and
fullback-flanker for the
SJSU 1956-58 football
teams.
He was virtually fired
for one bad season.
The "mistake " which
San Diego State’s administrators may live to
regret, was the firing of
Gilbert.
Gilbert succeded Don
Cryell and head football
coach at San Diego State
when Coryell left to coach
for the St. Louis Cardinals.
Gilbert had spent six years
under the wing of Coryell’s
tremendously successful
program.
"A lot of people told me
it was suicide to follow
someone like Coryell and
they thought the program
was doomed," Gilbert said.
"But opportunities like
that don’t come every
day...so we took it," he
added. "We fooled a lot of
people. In five years we
lost eight games."
Gilbert had established
an outstanding program
and that was shown by the
protests from the players,
the community, and even
Coryell, when Gilbert was
fired with three games
remaining in the season.
"The whole experience
was rather painful,"
Gilbert said. "But it was
good to see the players and
the community rallying
behind the staff. I felt we
had established a healthy
philosophy and program.
Besides the winning and
losing, there were a lot of
good things in it."
Gilbert’s best years at
San Diego were in 1976 and
1977 when the Aztec’s
record was 10-1 for both
seasons.
"We as a staff started
feeling pressure from the
administration two seasons
ago when we were 8-3 and
lost the championship to
Brigham Young when our
game plan backfired on
us," Gilbert said.
Last year the Aztecs
were having transition
Seeking a
problems.
balance in their program,
and with the approval of his
staff and the administration, Gilbert
decided to try to blend
more players straight out
of high school into their

41**************************************************************
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SUMMER
BOWLING LEAGUES

fkof,r

Sign ups for the following Summer Bowling Leagues
are now being taken at the Games Area Desk
ALL LEAGUES ARE OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

TUESDAY
6:45 pm

I

TUESDAY MIXED TRIOS

WEDNESDAY
6:45 pm
9:15 pm

WEDNESDAY MIXED FOURS
SUGA "555" SCRATCH TRIOS

THURSDAY
6:45 pm
9:15 pm

THURSDAY MIXED FOURS
SPARTAN ORIOCCI

RESERVE YOUR SPOT NOW!

277-3226
STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA

1 II," fore’

SJSU’s new defensive coordinator Claude Gilbert demonstrates hand techniques to some of his
linemen. Gilbert, a former Spartan fullback/flanker, returns to SJSU after being fired at San Diego
State, where he was head coach
base of mostly junior
college transfers.
The result was a
dismal 4-8 season. With
only one win under his belt,
Gilbert confronted the
administration with three
games left in the season
and discovered that he and
his staff would have to find
another job next year.
With his head coaching

’I’m really pleased
working with the staff and
players," Gilbert said.
"That’s one of the major
reasons that I looked
forward to working here."
Another reason is that
Gilbert wanted to devote
more time to defense. "I
never admitted it down
there, although I enjoyed
being a head coach and

1 never admitted it... but
I always liked defense best’
job in a type of "lame
duck" status, Gilbert led
the Aztecs to a victorious
finish, winning the last
three games of the season.
"Everyone in the
administration backed up
the (transition) decision.
he said calmly, "but when
we got caught up in a
problem, they didn’t
support us. I thought that
that was a very unfair
judgment on their part."
"The most unpleasant
thing was the break-up of
the coaching staff," Gilbert
added. "I mean naturally
I’ll miss the players and
the program, but we had
built up a fine staff."
Gilbert also has
nothing but good things to
say about the Spartan
coaching
staff
and
program.

coaching both ends of the
game," Gilbert confessed,
"I’ve always like defense
best."
Gilbert says he will also
enjoy his new defensive
coordinator
position
because he can work more
one-on-one with the
players, a luxury that his
grueling schedule as a head
coach wouldn’t allow him.
"Back when I was a
player at San Joseabout a
hundred years ago,"
Gilbert said with a wry
smile, "we had to play both
ways and even though I
was listed as a flanker and
a fullback, the time I got
on defense helped round
me out as a coach."
Gilbert believes a good
coach can coach any
position on offense or
defense. Although he

NCBA stats
As of May 11:
Batting Average: Al Smoot, USF, .401; Jim Stassi,
UNR, .396; Dan Farano, UNR, .388; Pete Dalena, FS,
.374; Jim Ferguson, UNR, .360; Tim Thiessemn, FS, .357;
Mondel Williams, UNR, .355; Stan Jones, SJSU, .352;
Greg Robles, SJSU, .345; Jim Harris, UNR, .342; Al Gallo,
SJSU, .339; Kevin Walters, SCU, .339; Pat Tobin, UOP,
.331; John Mangiante, USF, .330.
RBI’s: Jim Stassi, UNR, 61; Pete Dalena, FS, 58; Al
Smoot, USF, 555; Greg Robles, SJSU, 53; Rich Raggazzo,
FS, 45; Kevin Coughlin, FS, 43; Dan Farano, UNR, 39,
Jim Harris, UNR, 39.

believes it helps a coach to Walsh was just finishing up
have played the same his schooling at SJSU when
position, he doesn’t believe Gilbert transfered to SJSU.
it’s absolutely necessary.
His gridiron career as
Gilbert began his a Spartan got off on the
coaching career at Tulane wrong foot a broken one.
High School as an assistant
When Gilbert transafter he left SJSU in 1959. ferred to SJSU in 1956 from
He got his first head Bakersfield Junior College,
coaching job at Shasta he broke his ankle during
High School.
spring football game.
His college career
Ironically, the next
began at Bakersfield junior
year Gilbert broke his
college where he was the
other leg in a game against
defensive coordinator from
San Diego State.
1963-65. Gilbert got his first
He was able to regain
college head coaching job
at South Western junior his eligibility for the 1958
college. Another reason season but broke his leg
Gilbert is glad to be during the first game,
coaching at SJSU is when after kicking the
because it’s his alma opening kick-off he made
the tackle.
mater.
"When people ask me
Gilbert played with
Dick Vermeil, now head what I was famous for
during
my playing days as
coach for the Philadelphia
Eagles, when Vermeil a Spartan," Gilbert said
good
naturedly,
"I tell
for
the
quarterbacked
Spartans, back in 1956-57. them that I led the nation in
The 49’er head coach Bill broken legs."

In the jockular vein
Tiddlywinks The record for potting 24 winks from a
distance of 18 inches is 21.8 seconds by Stephen Williams
in May, 1966. Allen R. Astles of the University of Wales
potted 10,000 winks in three hours, 51 minutes and 46
seconds in February, 1966.
Champion bull The top bucking bull was probably
Honky Tonk, an 11-year-old Brahma, who unseated 187
riders in an undefeated 8 year career til his retirement in
September, 1978.

Parma signs
SJSU wide receiver
Rick Parma has signed
a free agent contract
with the Los Angeles
Rams.
Last year Parma
gained 174 yards on 10
receptions and scored
two touchdowns for the
Spartans.
The 5-10, 176 pound
business management

student from Buena
Park gained 816 yards
on 57 catches and scored
24 touchdowns, in his
career.
He is right behind
Mark Nichols, who was
drafted last month by
the Detroit Lions in the
first round, on the SJSU
career touchdown by
passing list.

Bug Problems?

MTe-sxr
r-z-aLc11.-ti_oLte
3EC,MT’s
ON - THE - JOB
TRAINING PROGRAM
EARN \Atilt" YOU LEARN
THE REWARDING AND EXCITING
SPECIALITY OF LONG TERM AND
GERIATRIC NURSING
EXCELLENT STARTING SALARY
AND BENEFITS. INCLUDING MEDICAL
AND DENTAL INSURANCE
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION. CALL TODAY

ST. FRANCIS CONV.
PAVILION & HEIGHTS
HOSPITAL
99 ESCUELA DRIVE
DALY CITY, CA 94015
(4 1 5) 994-3200

VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL!
Tune up
2 edlust wolves

(Good All Semester)

1 Check compression
4 net liming

All For

5 Aghast carburetor
I Change oil

Only $25

7 3 charts of oil
I lubrication
I Scholl brakes
ID
II

.-

plus parts if needed

Prue mite

Transmission fluid
12 .- flattery Said add

add

Offer good for:
so

Pre 1172 Ruses
Bugs Barman Shies
I embarks Squarebarirs end things

SPARTAN MOBIL
1 1 th & San Carlos

= 294-1562

la

Same Great location For Over 12 Ti,.,,.

Al.!, WORK GUARANTEED
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Prospects bright for next year’s Spaetan tennis team
by Rich Robinson
Rich Carlson won’t be
going to the NCAA finals,
at least not this year.
Carbon is SJSU’s No. I
seed and was hoping to get
an individual berth into the
finals. However, an injury

in the PCAA finals
prevented him from going
on to the NCAA’s.
But Carlson is only a
sophomore and has two
more years to make it to
the
most
prestigious
college tournament in the

photo by La, y 8/.1

SJSU senior Jeff Everist takes a shot at the
ball

nation.
Carbon is only one of
four Spartans eligible to
return to next year’s team.
Mark
Seniors
Nicholson and Jeff Everist
are the only two players
coach John Hubbell will
lost next year.
Two freshmen on the
team, John Saviano and
Glen Brassington, have
already won titles at the
recent PCAA tournament
in Long Beach.
Saviano won at the No.
2 spot and Brassington won
at the No. 6 spot.
Hubbell plans an in-

!),

tensive recruiting drive in
an effort to beef-up the
young Spartan team. This,
along with the return of
Bret Dickenson, who was
injured, will help the
Spartan move up in the
PCAA.
Dickenson sprained his
back in the Nor-Cal tournament in the early part of
the season. He had rivaled
Carbon for the No. 1 spot
on the team before his
injury. His presence next
year will serve as a greatly
needed boost for the team’s
depth.
The Spartans finished

In dual meets the
third in the PCAA this
year.
But that is Spartan finished 7-9, but
misleading due to the fact again this was misleading
Carlson was hurt. The loss due to the fact they played
of Carbon’s points in several top ranked teams,
singles as well as first including No. 1 Stanford
doubles was the deter- twice.
According to Hubbell,
mining factor in the overall
stanciings at the tour- playing these top ranked
nament. Carbon teams teams proved invaluable in
with Everist in first the development of the
doubles, and they were Spartan team.
The young team was
expected to win the tourable to gain experience in
nament

match play. It also proved
to be a showcase as to how
well the team could fair in
the future.
Overall the Spartans

SAVE THIS COUPON,

I
DON’T GET BURNED
SAVE
\<VA
15% OFF

1

on all automobile and
pickup truck radiator
and cooling system service through June 30

sell your books

1981.

2 LOCATIONS:

Do You Have Weekends
Or Evenings Free?
Professional Hostess
School of Cocktail
Waitressing has Top
Clubs Ready to hire!
Job Placement Assistance
243-4043

hope for a much Unproved
season next year. With the
addition of Dickenson and
their combined youth, that
should be no problem.

Valid with this

1

*Peanuts Sandwich Shop*
San Fernando between 5th & 6th
May 18-21 11-3

coupon only!

San Jose Radiator

I

A NAME YOU CAN TRUST

*Roberts Bookstore*

665 Lincoln Ave
San Jose

I

Tenth at San Carlos
Weekdays and Saturdays

Call:
293-5708

SAVE THIS COUPON,
Ilmm

mmi ma mm5 nom vim= maw me moll

classifieds
Announcements
CAMPUS MINISTRY Worship:
Pro ttttt nt. Sundays at S
Roman Catholic, Sundays at
p.m Episcopal, first and third
Sundays at 6:30 p.m.. at the
Campus Christian Center, 300 S
110111 St.
STUDENT DENTAL Plan: Take
care of your mouth and teeth
ENROLL
MONEY,
SAVE
Information and
NOW,
brochures at A.S. Office or Info
desk, or call 371-6111.
WANTED.
yearbooks and World Series
programs, autographs, statues,
sports memorabilia. QUICK
CASH See Or. Lapin, Business
Tower 763. or call 1137-0191.
A THING of beauty is joy forever
... Give the gift Only yOu can
give, a beautiful, award winning
portrait
by
JOHN
color
PAULSON PHOTOGRAPHY.
Call John at 441 7311
ST.

PAUL’S Methodist Church
invites you to worship with us on
Sundaymornings at 030. 435 S.
loth St For information about
The Young Adult group call
Steve at at 791 1475 or the
Church office at 214-4564.

KIM’S HAIR Styling, Gals. Guys -Special
5111.
Wildnensy, 55.411 S. 1111e. Call
2954777.
HAVE A "SUNDAE" In Thursday.
The Pledge Class of Gamma Phi
announces their Ice Cream
Social, Thursday. May 14 at
711,51.75.

Automotive
WHY SACRIFICE Power for
econemy? Tomsk’, 130410 exc.
cendition. W. mi. 117041/offn.
Call 20011232.
1977 VW EASIlY, 4 cy1/4 IRS..
I, air
, SI
champagne
cond., Wags, *NC. Cond.
$5300/SO. Mike 2794601.
’69 VW POPTOP Camper. 21 K On
now modified envies. 52.750, 3367194, evenings.

For Sale
BEER MAKING kit Makes learn,
$3305 Beer Makers of America,
1040 N 4th Call 71111 6441 Open
Wed.Sat.
USED FURNITURE Dinettes from
574050 Solazchar, sets frorn
Bedroom sets from
Slut SO
114910 Lamps from 110 00
Mattress and springs from
CORT FuRNITURE
519 It
4975
CENTER.
RENTAL
Stevens Creek Blvd . I MIL all
Espwy.
Call
914Lawrence
of
5511.
ONE ONLY STERILIZIR-Steans,
vied. See at Receiving, SJSU
Cerp Yd.
ONE ONLY SINK W/Dishwasher-Used, elle ends 4/30. Bets at
receiving.
PUCH MOPED Enc.. man,
Mags Only SS7S Only 700 Miles
Phone Dr. O., Days 777 7179
B ees. 779411111.
I SING. 1141, weed frame with 0 box
w. malt. 034, 146 2516 or 197
543 kW Nancy set’ now.

.Help Wanted
HOURLY wage
COMPANIONS
Work sy,th ’,larded persons in
their homes afternoons
No
evenings. Sr weekend.
enperaence neelled. We tiein
Call 942259 or

tutor
CHINESE
MANDARIN
wanted Write Jay Voral at 1450
Koll Circle. Suite Ill. San Jose
CA 95117
CRUISES: CLUB Mediterranean
sailing expeditions’ Needed
Off ice
Sports Instructors
Personnel. Counselors Europe.
Caribbean, Worldwide. Summer. Career Send 5590 plus to
application,
to,
handling
to
guide
Openings
CRUISEWORLD, 7515 Watt
Ave . Sacramento, CA 93140.
SUMMER RAFTING Jobs! 51.24020
Training provrdeell
S3,6001
Grand Canyon, Hawaii. Africa.
Send S6 95 for application, information nude (plus free Oh
guide to Lake Tahoe, CA), to
WHITEWATER, 1535 Watt Ave.,
Sacramento, CA 95140,
JOSS IN Alaskal Summer, year
Mend. High pay, MO In 57,000
Parks
per month All fields
Fisheries, Oil Industry and
employer
For
1901
More.
listings and into guide, send 14,0
ALASCO, P0 Box 9337, San
Jeff, CA 95151, 10761 Sobey Rd ,
Saratoga. CA 90070.
T R I-CHEM liquid embroidery.
Crafts instructors wanted. No
investment. We tram Have fun
while you earn Call Hazel at
9444$31 for free demonstration
and information.
PENINGS this summer at
Camp Kamarott, camp for
living Judaism, at S. Cala. Cal,
Jack Stein, 3317144.
SALESMAN WANTED Part time
lob, full-tinse pay. Eves and
Sat. Perfect for students. No
needed. Call Cartune
Club& 24447114 betw 20 p.m.
PAID VACATION: I am disabled
grad. Wenn seeking an aide
summer
traveling comp. for
trip. l5m 31. NO experience net.
45110Mo. Call am’s 3517716.
NEED EXTRA S. Need help with
weeding. yardwork and odd
lobs. Call 7797-4117.

ov a

Summer/year
CMS
round. &won, S. America,
Australia, Asia. All fields. 11501
51,201 moony. Sigetseeing. Free
Info. Wrote IJC, Box 52-CA3O,
Corona Del Mar, CA 92473

SALES PART or Full Time for
Connie Shoe Store. Opening
soon, Rashid., Mall.
Call
Mike, 5114895 after II p.m. or
141S1 392-5565 dayS.
NURSING STUDENTS. The most
important new CNA of Your
N ursing Career is now
available. Use yOur nursing skill
no earn an oncred.ble 50040 per
hour For free information write
to Paramedical Research in
sodute ol AmeriCa, P.0 Bo,
4077, Chico, CA 95027.
SUN FUN Money. Na wiper. nem
Fast growing Nat’l wholesale
co. ends several guys and IMIS
for summertime help. Call 727731I.
Sales.
HELP
WANTED.
female/male, partrime, choose
your hours. Ecellent pay, No
eta n
Call AM.DAN
.141.1112.
The Winchester
TOUR GUIDRS
Mystery House is now hiring
tour gusdes tor the summer 11
unique
you are looking for
summer lob apply in person
Mon Fri 9 5 575 S Winchester
Blvd.. San Jos*.

FURNITURE TOUCH up and
repair Russell’s Furniture. 20
30Y,, per week Days, evenings
and weekends Call Greg, 263
2344. or apply at ISO E. Tremblt
Rd., al N. 1st, Sank:in
HELP WANTED, full or part time
Work your own hours Flexible
Earn 510,115/hr. No defivermg
Own car. Call Ron 227-1137.

Housing
SAN .JOSE Residence Club and
Mother Olson’s Lodging Houses:
Great guys and gals Kitchen,
TV. linen, maid servrce.
fireplace,
courtyard
and
parking. 550 to 110 per week
shared. STO to SOS per week
single. 202 S. 11th St. Office, 177
N. PC St. Call 990-0773,
OWN ROOM11 Live in bansilier tor
working $ingle mother. Room
and board plus bonus. Call
Renee West at 290 0116 after S
P.m.
APT. FOR Rent. 5330 per mo., ISIS.
10th St.. 2 Mans, 2 belts Call
291-7554. 12 p.m. to 6 p.m.
_
Newly
WALK TO campusl
remodeled studios and 1 bdrm,
wipe.’ from 1205 including oas
and heat. 420 S. 3rd, 294.5482,
ROOMS FOR RENT.-M/F $120 a
month. Call 279-0149. Ask for
Chris or Duane
M F NO SMOKE. 31011A, Fiord
Apo 051k SJSU. rent:dee 1150.
share OS. Marty. 14 pm, M F,
14011 21107716.
W. GLEN. Beautiful 214. House to
w/nice back yard.
200/mo., Ist, lost, dep. 775-1303,
IWO.
4 BDR, 2 bate furnished house.
Avail from Jon, 10 to August 15
iii the Cambrian area of San
Jose Low rMit in return for
tak mg care of dog and cat Call
156 1096,
FURNISHED 1 Bdrm apt for rent, 3
Well
Wks from campus.
maintained bldg. Rent. $310,Tio.
with 1015 01 etras. Call 7944312.
or 247-3694. eves.
OVERSIZED NICELY furnished 1
berm, cent. Adults. Free Gill
Cable. 5101 nsoyein discount
wise. Single 13341, Double 11350.
43/ 5.4th. 795-8019,
FEMALE HOUSEMATE Wanted to
share
brand now home, to
minutes from campus Clean
and lots 01 privaCy. 1471 mo plus
hall ulohlies Can Lots at 274.
9410 or 274 6005

Services
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN Center:
Roman Catholic and Protestant
otter
ministries
campus
religious services, study grout.,
social events and counseling at
300 S 10th SI . call 791.0704. Fr.
Dan Derry, Sr. Joan Panella.
Ms. Lynda DeManti, Rev. Norb
irnhaber, Rev. Peter Koopman
LOOKING FOR A
wedding photographer?
images by
Jnhn Paulson Photography
are expressions of love. Soft,
elegant and universally under stood For the finest award.
winning photography, call John
11 440-2311,
TAXES DONE whrle you wait foe
1040A and SOA Reliable, former
business student. Call 784-1559.
YOGA w/Swatni
HOLISTIC
Niranian. 36 that Th, 74 p.m.
Lecture. WHIM’. discussion,
Sun. 7-9 p.m. 3315. 3rd, Suite C
Ibod 1100r). For information
regarding other naivetes and
workshops, call 387-5962.
AFFORDABLE, CUSTOM designed
onv.tatrons for weddings, parties
occasions
business
or
Calligraphy our specialty. In
Call Colleen or
vitations Ink
Terri at 21116-3444 Or 217.5019.

an S. 11M: Adults. Na Pets, ASK,
Laundry
Facilities.
Fully
Furnished Pool. 2 WM, 2 WM,
1195, 0310 dep01118. 1 bdr111, I
bath. 5105 530) deposit Call 217.
1st)

OP1SFR OUSSELL’s Furniture 10
to TO his. pm’ wk , days,
evenings and weekends. Call
Greg 261-2314 Or apply al ISO E
Trimble Rd.. at No, Ist, San
Jon

TYPING: DONE In my Men.
Reasenable, Call Lynn at 731
1914.

DISCOUNT AUTO Repair
Foreign/Domestic. 2 blks from
campus. Call Arch, 2984794.
Free estimate.

TYPING: I’LL type anything.
le,
E xperienced.
professional. Nun Valley area.
263-9754.
Mary
Lou
at
Call

SECRETS OF Palmistry revealed:
life readings and instruction.
Scientific mined. 2911-4794,
Redd.

TYPING BY a pretissional. 21 years
experience. NUt. accurate. All
formats.
, resumes,
di rrrrrrr
reports,
Deadlines gearanteed. So. San
Jose, Call Kathie at 571-1216.

ATHLETES:HOLISTIC Health
Counseling can help you achieve
manners, performance. LOW
fees, first session free. 961-6012.
WE

TYPING: ONE letter to large mail
lists, reports, manuals or
resumes. Quality work at
reasonable prices. Call THE
EXECUTIVES ASSISTANT at
210-1141.

FOR
LESSI
DO IT
W rrrrr (messing and S.C. Ser.
Avail. for: Term papers:
research
o
thesis,
resumes and ’Mors. Contact
Fran Lyon (4011 3534152, after 5
p.m.

WILLOW
OLEN/ALMADEN.
Clualrty typing and editing.
Research papers. resumes. CH.
Ask for Marcia Morton It 166
9441

WAYSACK SOUND wants to rent
you a 11 channel Yamaha PA
system sir/monitor and engineer.
5511./night. Robert. 14011 42645114,

BEST PRICES
Best Machin
Oast ’Typist
MN. 3rd, No, 823
310-4355 Her

OU WRITE it, we’ll type it. Word
processing. 9111551

Travel
FREE COUNSELING FOR
Studer,’ Travel
Europe, Asia. Mexgo, Hawaii,
International
Africa, USA
identity Card Eurail, Britrail,
hoslal card. camping tours,
overseas iob placement, student
ship, wide map selection. books,
backpacks and voltage co
ip and Travel, 14000
San Carlos (next to Main Public
Library 1.0 blocks from campus
Open 7 dely4 Mon. Fri., I-6,
Sat.. 101; Sun.. noon -S. Call 391
1613,

SAY IT With Balloons. The Ion
altemnatine to flowers. Two
eloten long-stemmed balloons
delivered for Valentine’s Day,
birthdays, or oust to say "I love
iffert" Lofty Thoughts lelloon
CO. Call 245-9194

TO Fly. Primary and
aaaaa re Instruction. C-132. 522
per hour Wet Dual 16.50 ground
SS (hourly I. Call Dan, 79341$7,

TYPING: ACCURACY, nekton,
ted. Ex’
deadlines
reports
per renced in m
and dissertations Approved by
SJSU Graduate Office. IBM
Selectrrc II SJ/Blossoni Hill
Area. Can Janet at 727-9525.

FIRST CLASS Typing: 1I.25 dbf.
spaced pg. 7 blks from Mend’.
area.
Blossom
Hill
and
Prca"Elite/Symbol types. Call
Donna at 76S-6543 for fast ser
vice

FAST, PROFESSIONAL resumes
design. phototype and print.
Day/evning and Saturday
Service (Ad Writers). Call 214
9997,

WEDDING SPECIAL
70 Color Prints
Album. 5 hours of photogeinin.
@ride keeps Me nellotten
your
plus TAX To
wedding dale, call 346.3749.
Quality Wedding PhOtegraPhY
for 10 years by Douglas Schwart/

A

SUMMER STUDY in Pere. Earn up
to 7 units next stammer. A total
immersion 7 week experience In
Peruvian Culture. Contact Dr.
at
Hamilton, Foreign
277-2576.
WHITEWATIER RAPT trips. For
free brochure Call 4111-1551 OF
write. Rollinson *war Rafting.

E ASYTYPE TYPING Service.
Fast, accurate. professional.
Word processing available A
complete typing service. Call
749 0417

FAST, accurate and
nal. Term
SIM/pg. Day/Eves, Call KEY
WACK R S, 947-1433 or 7724525.
Resumes, theses, letters alse
done.

TYPING/EXPERIENCED Sn’y
Wen ant Reports, resumes,
theses, low cost, accurate, fast
highquality Pam 141 7101.1001.
Manta Clara or San Tenses
Exp./
WEEKEND TYPING w/c weekday.
ION Electrrc. 31 per pale.
editing, Pharie 2744457,
PROF. TYPING services. IBM
Selectric correctable 110 wpm.
10 years experience. All typing
accepted! Call Jane at 201-5942
any time. 51.50 per page.
TYPING. PROFESSIONAL, Neal,
Accurate. Theses, Reports,
Resumes. Choice of elements
inel tech. 223401S.

TYPING: Quality typing at
reasonable
IBM Sinctrie
II self-correcting. PiClIwp 81111
nehvery on campus. 11 years
exp. Can Diane at 2664041.
CUPERTINO TYPING near
DAnza
CIliege.
IBM
Selearnany type styles si/oto
slmel P9. Like any job, 9000
work/low cost Charlene 2070077 daweve.
TYPING IN my honse. ISM
E lectronic 60 typewriter. Norte
Valley Area 51.50 dbl. spaced
Pan. Case, Call Elsie. 259-4983.
TYPING. ISM Electric. 51 per page.
Editing. Phone: 274-9457.
TYPING 61.00/dbl spaced page.
Check tum-around, can pick up
and deliver. Call 9541086
PROFESSIONAL TYPING in my
hang. Quick turn around. Term
papers, Theses, Reports, etc.
2274226.
TERM PAPE It I/resume, h/Ped
Stelectric
IBM
51.50/pg.
ea/vinous type balls. Virginia.
227-103S.
Large
PROCESSING.
WORD
reports, theses, etc. Save Time.
Money and Grief
BusWese
Services Center. North 151 and
101.2942642.

TYPING
PAST, Accurate and
Professional, Theses, Resume,
Reports. Deadlines guarantnd.
Reasonable rates. IBM Selectric
III, Call Jan, 722-1556, in San
Jon,

TYPING NEAT and rrrrrr ter
Reasonable Rates, So. S.J. area:
Call (or. 11 711 4024.

THE SEC rrrrr Y in Sunnyvale
has OY X Electronic Typewriter.
Also, dictaphone to transcribe
tapes Registered thesrs typist
Rate SI 60/pg. Phone 7711304

PROFESSIONAL TYPING in my
home, So SJ/Blossom Hill are,
Fast, accurate, high qua 1.1Y
IBM Selectrec II, S, 00,0101
spaced page Call 2764060

LOS ALTOS/Palo Alto. Selectric II
typing on my office. 51.75 per
double4paced page. 70 veal,
experrence for SJSU students.
Call Irene of 9414015.
Wed.
TYPING. TOP quaiity r
IBM Correcting Selectric If All
work proofed and edited for
spelling Rates SI 5010, double
sp page. 53 tor single sp page.
I3 per page for letters, SS per
page tor resumes I n, help
w.’set up) Cash only No checks
The but
please Remember
terness of poor quality remains
long after the sweetness of a low
oeure is forgotten Call hintY

Need cash?
Get quick results...
Advertise in the
Spartan Daily
Classifieds

CLASSIFIED ADS
Print Your Ad Here:
(COWS approzimetely 30 letters and apnea In each Inel

Ad Rates

Lost & Found

One
Day

Two
Days

Three
Days

Four
Days

III! 111111111
Five
1)ays

Each
Extra
Day

3 lines

5201.

53*5

$405

$4.20

$ 70

4 lines

1.1 50

$420

$455

$475

5420

$490

$545

1 linen

14 90

1510

$525
$505

$4.90
5560

$ 70

5 Imps

1111 15

$1.30

$70

$350

$ 70

/

I /

Iii] II LI 11111 1/1111///1./
/ _1_1_1111/11 It III/
/ / /

I / / / / / / /

Print time

////////

/I

////////////

I/

Phan

Address

Personals
Shoes $30

hank,
TO PLEDGE MOM Pam
for your u.upport thus semester
you
the
Sigma
Cl,,
We love
J 1 s

TYPING.

TYPING
THAT’S
Tops.
Experienced hIP,S1 tne Term
papers, Mmes. etc. Santa Clara
area. Call Tony at 2/42007,

Minimum three lines on one day

SK Y DIVE Our complete first lump
course is STS, group rate 555 All
rakoit
instructors licensed
Parachute School Ca,..,)’’’ s u
1541.

HAYMOND AND Tyson Secretarial
Service.
Fast,
acc rrrrr ,
Typing edited for
proofed
spelling IBM SeleCtriC. Call
Siow on at 9264274 behteen 5:20
and 1030 p.m.

THESES. REPORTS, Manuscripts,
etc.( IBM SC II. Cynthia/S.C.,
2474433, Mary/MV,, 9651261,

BUY.5ELL,111ADE Oft RENT THROUGH THE

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to
share
3
b OOOOO M
house
Fireplace laundry, mrcrowave
drshrreasher. Slid 2511410

LOST/ SKIN Diving gear in white
canvass bag 4/2. Gear is
marked Call SNve or Randy at
238 5401 Reward

at 2311-3149 between Sand 10p.m.
mean weekends.
TYPING, THESIS, Term Papers
ek. Experiment and fast.
Reasonable rates. Call 369-11674.

Typing

Number. Telephone
Write. Use our
number as your own for
resumes, advertising, personal.
521 month. 2/41444.

RENT

Each additional line a del . 1.70
LOOK 1NG FOR a summer rob,
Permanent, part-time positions
open far office help at Russell s.
El Camino.
Clara.
F lex die hours Cattlegt Mrs.
or
more
2961361.
ill*,
Green

337 Palmer Ave.. Autos, CA
95003.

HIT N’ RUN, Wedding/Party Band
Top 40 music. appealing to all
ages S member band available
now Call Stuart at 718 8765.

DESIRES
FRENCHMAN
Correspondence with nice lady
11001 San Jose St Write Ken.
P0 Box 145. Holualoa, Hawaii
96775

Semester Rates 1 All Issues
* 10 lines $45.00 *

City

Enclosed Is $

For

Days

is lines 5101W

Phone 277-3175
Circle a Liabrineallon:
Announcements

Help Wanted

Personals

Automotive

Housing

Services

Travel

Err Sale

1 ii.st di Found

Stereo

Typing

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

thadline Two rlsys prior to publmation
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelicii
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Mel
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He cited the implementation of Prop. 13, the tax-continued from page I
Davis added that this is a contradiction since elected slashing initiative, and the result on the revenue of the
officials cannot continue without the support of those who
voted for them.
Davis also said it is not necessarily wrong when one
senator votes for another’s legislation.
"If you’re so rigid, you’re not going to get things
done," Davis said.
Another example of voter misunderstanding is the
public’s desire to see representatives remain in
Sacramento even when their presence is unneeded. Davis
said elected officials prefer to return to home districts,
during periods when they are not needed to be in the state
capital.
Davis said the two most important things to
remember about the political process are "People can go
out and pay attention to what’s going on," and "It is not
perfect."
Dave Doerr, involved in taxation issues, said that
during his 22 years in Sacarmento, the "Political process
has become more open."
Doerr said compared to the past, committee hearings
are now much more accessible to the public.
"I see more participation by the public," Doerr said.
He added that the press has made people "more aware"
of political issues.
Doerr said "all these taxation issues relate" in affecting the economic health of the state.

local government.
"So far, we’ve made the government work under
Prop. 13," Doerr said.
Doerr said the state taxation situation has changed
constantly through the years.
"There has been a substantial reduction during the
last three years in taxation, but I don’t know if we’ll have
anymore," Doerr said.
Doerr added that while his committee is responsible
for implementing the taxation changes, the "policy
decisions" are up to voters.
Davis said, while he "would love to be in the
Legislature," he has no current political aspirations. He
blamed the high cost of compaigning as the reason. Last
year, Davis lost his bid as director of utilities for the city
of Sacramento.
By contrast, Doerr is serving in a political role as
member on a school board.
Davis credited the quality of SJSU’s Political Science
Department as a factor in why there are "a high number"
of SJSU alumni working in the state capital.
"The political science department sponsored has lot
of their people here in programs rather than having them
learn things from a book, and it makes a big difference,"
Davis said.
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-continued from page 1
conflict with state laws,"
Fit said
Fil said programs
receiving any money from
All would not have to
follow A.S. budget
stipulations or revert funds
at the end of the year as
other budgeted programs
must do.
"I have no idea what
the Judiciary
was
thinking" when it declared
the AFI constitutional, Fil
said. "I don’t think
anybody does."
He said that because
the justices did not
evaluate the initiative in
terms of the education
code, "It was like having a
Judiciary with blinders on
their faces. They were
operating in a vacuum."
Fil said the present
board has no power to sue
against AFI because the
board members will leave
office before Fullerton
rejects the budget.
However, he predicted
that the incoming board
would pursue litigation.
Ten members of the new
board are from the
Students for Action, Access
and Accountability SFA
party, which opposed AFI
during the campaign, while
only two, Meadows and
Dede Cameron, are from A
Fresh Start.
Fil, who was present at
the closed session during
which the board discussed
legal strategy against AFI
with an AS. -funded attorney, said the incoming
board could issue a
legislative directive ordering Robinson, Osborne
Vice
Incoming
and
President Andy Arias to
fight AFI in court.
The litigation would
probably involve suing for
a writ of mandate ordering
Fullerton to sign the budget
because of the supposed
illegality of AFI.
Fil said the legal fees

Fullerton is "acting fairly
reasonably" in the matter.
Therefore, in his opinion,
the board will have "a hell
of a time" finding a court
which will issue an injunction to prevent her
from taking action on the
budget.
The six programs
expecting to receive money
from AFI would suffer
most if the current year’s
budget was extended for
part of next year.
The Spartan Daily,
KSJS, the radio-TV news
center and the art gallery
program were eliminated
from consideration for
Instructionally Related
Activities (IRA) funds
because they are slated to
receive
large
AFI
allocations.
The Music Department
and the Theatre Arts
Department also probably
received less funding from
the IRA fee advisory
committee than they
otherwise would have
received if AFI did not
exist.

The Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship will present
the Lamb’s Players tomorrow at noon in the Student
Union amphitheatre.
.
Occupational Therapy Christian Fellowship will hold
its final "Embryo" meeting today at the Almaden Room
of the S.U. at 8:30 a.m.
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KINKO’S COPIES’
295-4336
123 So. Old St.
481 E. San Carlos St. 295-5511

For details call (415) 441-5700
PARALEGAL TRAINING CENTER
655 Sutter Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
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Advertise
in the Spartan Daily
next fall.

4,

It may not be as long
as you think!
Explore an expanding
career in the Legal Field
as a PARALEGAL.

Shows al 705 and 9:30
Sat.’Sun 400. 7:05 and 9:30

1,16

The Interior Design Department and the Industrial
Spartaguide announcements will run on a spaceDesign Department will hold an Interior and Industrial available basis.
Mixer today from 7 to 10:30 a.m. on the second floor of the
Art Building. For further information call Jami at 2944369.
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Student Health Service will hold a CPR class from 5 to
9 p.m. May 18 and 20 in room 208 of the Student Health
Center. Sign up and pay the fee in room 208.

The SJSU Cheerleaders* workshop will be held today
and tomorrow from 7 to 9 p.m. in PER 260. For further
information call Marian Flory at 984-7528.
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The Spartan Jogging Club will hold its first meeting
today at 7 p.m. at 655 S. Eighth St. For further information
call Gus Robinson at 287-4070.

The Ad Club will elect officers today at 2:30 in
Journalism Classrooms 101. For further information call
Debbi Herath at 988-1346.

A Film by PIER PAOLO PASOL
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paying for a lawsuit
against a measure which

THE

nights
’Arabian NIGHTS7

celebration!

conducted on behalf of the
student body.
Fil acknowledged that
students would thus be

spartaguide

these programs would have
to hope that the IRA
committee would consider
redirecting its allocations.

end of school

of a lawsuit would come
from the A.S. budget for
legal services and would be

they overwhelmingly
approved in the election.
Robinson said the
executive order governing
Fullerton’s actions needs
legal clarification from the
UACU chancellor’s office.
He said Fullerton may be
able to send the disputed
budget directly to the six member review board
without A.S. action.
Robinson also said

If AY! was declared
illegal or if this year’s
budget
was
extended
because of the impasse,
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